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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

New Directions inTeacliar Education

,4*

Declining ;est ,scores,:school closings', apparent teachei surplusesf

and shifting priorities are among the many factors that have been cited

as sources, of-,Zoncern about the quality of teacher educati9n.' Preservice

programs have.babn. criticize as failing to help prospective' teachers

develop realistic expectatio s- or to provide them with skills and

experiences ,relevant to the demands'they wild. fake in the classroom.

Teachers themselves commonly report that the expdrience of student
Y

teaching and their first year alone in the classroom were more influen-

tiaZin shaping their teaching approaches\than all their preparatory

coursework combinld (Lortie, 1975). Similarly, inseiNrce programs -have
C-

been critiqii.zed as tedious, superficial, patronizing, and stultifying.

..4.11 too often, it is argued, inservice edu9ationis based on a remedial

model; it is something "done to" teachers to shore up deficiencies'in

their skills (e4., Feiman Nemser, 19p).

Along with these criticisms has come cunsideration of new directions'

. for teacher education. Elliott (n.d.) has contrasted the tr aditional

." bureaucratic understanding" of4inservice as a way of shaping teachits'

behavior so that it more' closely confOrns to preddermined.specifications

with a,"professional understanding" of inservice. The bureaucratic under-

standing aims toward "the technical control of teachers' thought
.

2

conduct-" n.d., p. 4). It appears mostly as efforts to impose

standard and uniform-instructional methods and procedures. developed

,outside the school context on professional staff--usually by means of

addit onal 'courses, workshops, and' seminars. These efforts toward
1

staff improvement are often seen by practitioners as oppressive, overly

simplistiC, 'regimented, and mostly irrelewt. The effiCacy bf the

bureaucratic view is, at best, quAtionable.

The professidbal orientation to inservice, in contrast, regards .

_

.ins&v:Sce as (1) an enablinz activite:; that .oct,

1
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dlvelopment; (2) a'self-regulating process of change in beliefs" and

behaviocsf and (3)- a natural process which will occurpo nttaneou ly if

exteinally ,imposed constraints are removed, The main interest in- .

service, according to this view, is in "the-professiona l emancip tiod4

of teachers:(tlliott, n,d., p. 3). -McLaughlin, 6, Marsh (1978) have fUrther

suggested that staff development should be viewed as part bf program

building within tire organrzational context of the school. Their view

4

vafitcts.five assumptions about professional\learning: (1) teachers
0

constitute an important source of clinical expertise regarding practice;
,

1

(2) professional learning is-an adaptive and heuristic proess; (3) piAofeS=
.

,

sional development is long term and nonlinear; '(4) professional learning

istpart of the farger program-buil4n2 process which includes such addi-

tional aspects of change as curriculum development and administrative

reform; and (5) professional learning is influenced by organization'al

facfOriplin the school and dis trict

*These -cOntrastfng views set the stage for this/investigation:

Namely, what roles can or-ought to be made available-foOrpractit oners

..to-participate in the soaping of efforts toward their own impro,' ment,

of practice? In the courSe of this investigation, we have previewed a

range of.issules.and approaches associated with more active practitioner

o.participation in both program and professional.development efforts.

We define,as practitioners theischool-based professtonals--teachers,

aides,,resource specialists, and school administrators--who carry Out the

`business of e6tiOn,on a daY-to-day. basis. Program development is seeir

.t
-es a holistic enterprise, incorporating innovations andimpiovements in

. ,

,currIculum,, methods; and materials of effective education. Professional

deveIopmeAt is seer as, integral to program development; this central

thesis is argued and elaborated by most of the writings reviewed in this

report. We use the concepts staff development and professional develop-
..

ment'mote-or-less interchangeablyince both s4 rgnify"improvettent-oriented
4)

changes in, educatiOn4 personnel and school reform'
4 341
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Growth and' Collaboration:, New Poles for Practitioners

Two recurring themes in the literature pn ref6rm in teacher exhic

tion are collaboration and growth-. Essentially, grollth is regarded as
. .

an aim or Airection which reflects a Clew of inservicees continuing

education and perspnal,as well as professional devalopmpntOrather-than

as a solution to skill deficiencies. CoMboration, on the other hand,

is advanced .as a means or tactf,c for improving tbe quality and 'relevance

of teache'r education. The crux oPthe Teacher Corps prograFlt for example,

is collaboration among institutes i higher education, school districts,

aq4communities inthe planning aid inpiementation of teacher e.olucation.

It is assumed that popling the dimarse resources, talents, a'nd perl5ec-

tips represented across these.othree stakeholder groups will lead; to'

improvements in teacher edudatiOn and ultimately in -the prdctice of

education in thenatipl's classrooms. 0

. Both coIllboraion and growth have inllications.for expanding prac-
.

titioncrs' roles in teacher education. Tiaditionally, teachers have been

on the receiving enE pf.inservica, encouraged or required to attend

courses, workshops, and inspirational, speeches offered by university .

professors (Kirby, ,197,3) , for .which the teachers .were promised some

extrinsic reward (e.g., renewal credit,ssalaryiqcrement). ,Involvement

of practicing teachers in preservice programs has-been apaost' exclusively

limited to supervision- of-student teachers, with litle`effort made to

integrate the sttdent teacher's field experience with hisor her course-
.

work. -The notions of collaboration andgr
N

th call Apr expansion of.

prictitioners' involvement to include more active robs:"
.. .

. 'Houston (1980) has identified naritv,.and invKlift'of Clients as

e ssential' features of collaboration. In,the case, of teacher'educati41,

the Colleges of edUcation (the traditional providers of teachet-tvining)

are encouraged to collaborate with practitioners (theclieknts of teacher .

education ptogr..-4-,4. The concept, of grawthas an aim implies a commitment ..
4

.

e
4

i,'. ,

to lifelong "prc...:sional learning that is self-regulated, not enginedrad
,-

by someone else...a belief in the teacher as an active agent irk his own,

4-learnilearning" (Fei7an Nemser, 1980, p. 139). . .,
,

I) A )
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What forms of practitioner invOlvement are implied by growth and

Collaboration? The literature suggests two major rolesfor practitioners:

-(1) planner or decision maker; and-(2) source of practice - based expertise.

0,
As plannerdr or decisiod makers, practitioners participate in determining

agenda -- identifying appropriate content, formats, and resources.. Argu-

ments been advanced to ilapport both the collective involvement of

teachers in decisiat making (particularly with regard to inservice educe-.
,

tion) and the right (and responsibility) of the'individual professional,
.

to determine his or ):er own professional goals and agenda .for continuing

education. Collaboration among -teachers, administrator's, and university'

personnel in identifying priorities. and formulating in4ervice aenda was

found to characterize effective programs in the-Phi Delta Kappa study of

inservice education (King, Hayes, &4fiewman, 19,77); reviews`by Lawrence

(1977) and Howey (1980) also cite teacher input into,planning as charac-

teristic of successful staff development efforts.

Arguments that stress the,need for the individual practitioner-to
:

play s0major role.as/decision maker for,professiOnal dtvelopMent are

closely related to the notion of growth and lifelong learning as appropri-

ate alms for inservice education. Basically, it is argued that conven- .

tionalstaff development programs tend to-treat all teachers as-alike,

even as they exhort the teachers to respond to individuaX differences in
4

.children. Thoge who adyocate growth and, development as the proper aims

for staff development stress the individual differences across, for

example, teachers at'varying stages in their.dareers (Bush, 1980;

Sprinthall, 1980). It is assumed that encouraging the tndividual to

aspume responsibility for setting goals and determining the course of

Its .o. her continuing'education'will enable the reacher to pursue a

personalized, integrated program (DeVeult, 1965). A personalized program

desi3ned around the Individual's own interests, concerns, and nriOrities,

it is argued, is more likely promote professional growth- and improvea

practice than is attendance -courses and workshops that reflect no

unifying theme and.are not generally geared to the individual teacher's

current concerns ana-kinterestg.

4
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,Involvement of pi=attitioners as resources for teacher educationthai,
A

is, as sources clf professions', practice-based expertisewas also found

by LaW'rence (1977)-and Howey (1980) to characterize effective inseryY0ce

progkams. In independent surveys,both Yargr, Howey, & Joyce (1980) -

and Reilly, & Dembo (1975) found that' practitioners rated practicing' teachers

as the most credible and effective.scurces of'training and expertise.' The
6

.extent to which practitioners have, fuvtioned effectively Is trainqrs

and sources pf expertise for theirj,olleagues, and the reasons for their

apparent effectiveness, are not fully clear. As Lortie (1975),
.te

Fetman Nemser (198W, and others have observed, ogportunities for teachers
1

to share tyir expertise$with thLt colleagues are the excevtipm rather

than the norm. What literature is aVailable suggests that a combination

of factors may be involved. 0

, McLaughlin & Marsh:5(19,78) have suggested that "in'terms of knolledge

about the practice of-teaching, teachers often represent-the best clinical

expertise available" (p. 87, emphasis added). Basicallythey argue

that educational researobhas not conclusively proyen the value of an

particular set of teaching strategies; tightly st'uctured training ap,

proaches which may be useful in fields doMinated by technology are less

helpful in education and other clinical settings. In their evaluation

of the National Diffusion Network, Emrick, Peterson, & Agarwala-Rogerk

(1977) characterized the NDN as an approach to staff, development as well

asa modtl for spreading locally developed and externally validated
t

innovations. Among the distinctive features of the NDN's approach to

staff development was acknowledgement of tae practitioner as the sore

of any spccessful instructional program- -the key resource that could

make. a,program "work". Practitioners.provided much of the training in

the NDN; instructional methods and materials were not gresented-as

teacher' -proof keys to success, bu rather as tools that could help the

teacher, for example, to individualize instruction.

In ,addition to,the advantages pf practice-based expertise and a View

of"the practitioner as a professional, staff development approaches using

practitioners as resources can take advantage of a variety of modes of

traininL, der.cmstrati6n. or,mcd01-1-; of

5
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effective approaches in classroomsettings, was fou4rto be an impor-
.

tant trainIng mode in both the NDN study and the Ran
)(1

*.tudy of federal

prograMs supporting educational change (Berman & McLaughlin, 1975).

t

4lthoug0 the NDN and Rand studies focused mainly on school people
.

k working togethe,'many proposals for p,iectitioners to play More active

roles in professional develdpment call explicitly .for collaboration

between school systems.and-Astitutes of higher edLcation.\ The number
.1

of collaborative arrangements set up for tea rieported

to be large and growing (Housterb; 1980). HoWever, empirical research

*on interinstitutional collaboration ,in educatiom is scarce. The major

topics in t4 extanrtiterature appear to be requirements', obstacles,

and questions for future research. As Aowey (1980) has cimcluded,

"While the literature is replete with adScates for more collaborative

' approaches to inservice, it appears that thOse engaging in such activity
.

have to this point intime encountered considerable difficulty with it"

-
(p. 23) : ) /

*
-.

drganization of the RepOrt 4 &- \
.

l ,
In the:remainder of this report, we will attempt to develop, elabo-

. .

virate, and prrhaos proyide some new perspectiVes and insights into these'

4110iissues of -actitionekr involvement and. collaboration for staff devellv- -'

ment. We will begin with consideration of alternative rationales for

undertaking or promoting more widespread school practitioner Involvement. '

We will ,tlien report and discuts the current literature on three major

areas of practvitioner'invo vement and their apparent staff develoekient

iimplicationi. These areas are; . \A

% (1) Practitioner involvment in research and development of
'-\, the educational knowledge base;

(2)' Practitioner involvement 1n the sharing.and utilization
oradvances'to the educational knowledge base; and'.

(3, Practitioner involvement'in school-based decision 'taking
anplocal governance'..

In develop-in; evidence for this state-of-the-art s:Irvey, r'iv

on our field-based case studies as t.,e1.2. as a; exten,qVc o: thc



avaiIable literature on this topic. Finallyi.we attempt to synthesize

4,ey findings and discuss their staff development

We feel it important to note at this point that the literature on'

practitioner involvement is sparse and uneven. It appears t4a,

topic has no .until recently, received much serious attention (Fox. 1978).

libst of ihe'litel4ature we were able to locate dealt with the role of

practitioners either superficially of as a secondary concern to more

conventiOnal'issues being investigated. This has made .the task of

connecting issues and findings across investigations both difficult and
,

Foblemetic. Still, we assert that there are p4terns which emerze with
VI '. A

sufficient consistency and relevance to tnable Lirogram_and staff develop-
.

went planners to benefit from the collective experiences in this impor-

tant area.
.

1 1
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Arguriqnts,for'Increises in, the jagitimate and con tinuovs "partici-\e
ipation of school-basedpractitiOners in.the devalcpmentiand utilization

of impents to pr4tice,.and in school'administPative ,an `governance

decisions,Nhave,recently emerged from amumber of perspectives: Con-
4 '

sideeation,of the esearch-practice 'gap has lhd several - theorists to '

argue that practitioners/' epresent a vital and migsingilinkt in thle-know-,

dge production process, Recent large-scale investigations of the

knowledge transfer process have'pointed to the
ebstantialstaff devlop-

e 1 1 r

%. .

,

A went requirements for. the adoptipn and

.

use of.mos.,t innovations. Saveral
, . /,

prominentdeducationgl theorist ave4recently argued\that the organiza-

tional and adminisrative conventio s of school systems solgte practi-

tioners fromlthe compu4ties they,,sery and that :am effective .remedyN
ro the problem o, isolatpion is more ac ive involvement of practitioners

instructional Apcision making and, local school governance..
.

.

cdhsidergtin of pr .atitioner involvement with re to achievement
, .

, motivation and job satisfaction theories furtAer es trends

toward renewed,enfr A c4sement. of . practitioner7s.
.- .

In this chapter we will elaborate these arguments and their_s4=

porting rationales. It shOuld be toted that, to the best of our know-..
y

ledge, no strong theory. explicitly addressing practitioner involve5nt. ,

. and its staff' development ikplications'his'been formulated. The pis-
.

cussions to follow may represent some first sees tcwad such formulations.

Knowledge Develonmept

Large-scal educational research, is a relatively re-cent phenomellopp,

in public education. It is only within,theslast two decades that

' substantial tnphasis ariditesources have bet applied to researching

-solutions to per.ceived-deficitnciss In schools and schooling- Perhaps

more'importantly, this researlh has been carried out quite apart from

the process of edl*Ication. 'That is, Jeducional t-nicaily

4

. .

.4



, havebeen identified and carried out by researchprofessiovals, usually
.

'located in 4
institutions of higher educatipn, educational and ten,- '

tens, or similar agencies. This has led to a concern that both the
,

issdes 4nd the products of educational research may lick relevance to

. schop.17baSed practitioners, but that at. least part of this -pioblem can

, be sO;Ved. by soliciting more active involvement of practitioners in

Asearch process

9everal arguments -have been.advanced to support practitioners'

involvement in research and knowledge production.effopps. One of the

more frequent is the argument that it will llig-1p to close the gap between

research and practice by lessening the ailLexy.and/or skepticism with

which 'practitioners tend to view research (see, e.g:, DeV.ault, 1965;

Isaakson & Ellsworth, 1:9,78). This argument assumesithat-puctical

6cpevielce in carrying out research directly related to the pract4'tlners'

on Atereists will remove much of tie rilfet-y surrounding research and.

help to overcome previous' negative expeAences and attitudes,.

FoX .the most part, researdher's ead practitioners constitute two-

Very distinct segments of the *educational( community. Their training

is largely separate. They arkgenetallyhoused in different instituL

tions, and the specialized languages that they speak are different:

Reiearchprs' involvement "it the educational improvement process has

trad itionally been in the early stages of Curriculum development; as a

the researchers';contribution is not highly visible Zo.the prac-
.

titloper who seed only thefinished product and perhaps a sales'agent

or service representative (Krathwohl, 1974). Recognition and rewards
.

do tot,acctue to individuals in either group-on the basis-of their

contacts with'the otiter goup. Isaakson & EllsWboth (1978) -report that

_ negative attitudes toward research are common even among students in

preservice teacher education programs. They oftenften postpone required

courses in research unti14-64eir final semester and view research courses

as having little spractleal value.
1

has,been suggested by some -(evg., Tikunoff, Ward, & Griffin, 1979?

that giving teachers opportunities tcfparticipate directly in formulating

research agenda ard c"rying,outinvestiotions o: ty..7:,:--,Interest to

9
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them (usually its collaboration with more experienced researchers) will

'-lead to changes in prac-titioners' attitudes toward research and in

their research- related skills. It is flurtber expected that praCtitioners

who are given research, and experience will continue to apply--,
.11

their new skillt after the period of formal training and collaboration
.

has concluded. In particular,-it is ass. .4 that they will be more

interested in. (and bett,r able- to (judge t soundness of) .research

conducted elsewhere and that they will be prepared to conduct 'scientific

inquiry within the;ir own schools and classrooms.
1

A second 'argument is that participation on a research teen is an

enriching professional development exj)briende for the practitioner. In

particular, it provides an opportunity, for collegial interchange with

other experienced professionals from the research and practice sectors

of education. The exIrience is viewed as a means of reducing the effects

of "burnout".vnong teachers who spend the great majority of their

working lives in-the exclusive company of children, separated from adults

who share their pr essiona interests (Bawden, Florio, & Wanous, 19a0).

Many p opopents ofA is argumentoecall foi practitioners to serve

as informant'S in.educational research. The fundamental goal of efforts

in this direction is to improve the quality and completeness of knOw-
,-

ledge th at is added to,the research base, particularly with regard to

life in classrooms. Feedback pf findings and implications to partici-
.).

pating teachers, either generally or on an individualized basis, often

appears, to be ofisecondary iMportance. _Some of these effOrts have been,

described as "collaborative research ".' In Most cases, hCwever, the
.

traditional division of labor betweeti research and ptvtitioner is

retained to a considerable` extent. The researcher bars the major

responsibi, Cy for the design and implementation of the primary resear,oh

agenda. 'nWever, the assumption is made that practitioners possess

_ specialk.knowledgeend insights that 'are not directly available to

researcherg-whose time in the classroo Nis limited.

Much of the research that makes significant use of input from .

practitioner i4nformants is bassically descriptive in nature. Advocates'

of this oversll approach ani.zenrall: in cgrer!rPnt that ed'-r_ttiOnal

O/
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research (edin researchers) will benefit from a more informed "view of

the terrain" and that researchers need to spend more ti1/obferviAng

in classrooms and developing an appreciation of the perspectives held

,by those closest to the phenOmena they are studying- -i.e., the, teachers

and, in some.cases, the stUdents., Researchers as varied in their

orientationS as d?onbach (1975)1 Ruatis, Chittendon, & Anarel (1976),

Elliott (1977), Tunnell (1977)', and Miller (1979) have all questioned

the appropriateness'" of research approaches that essentially ignore

contextual considerations in their search fdr hi-ghfy generalizable

'findingsciegarding the teaching and learning processes.

Af the same time, however, these researcherg share a concern with
* m 4

generalizability. This concern distinguishes them from some early advo-
.

cates or action research who 'focused, almost exclusively on action impli-

cations of their findings, for the partijarlea; groups .studied and who did

. not sugges that their findings represented a significant contribution

to the gene al knowledge base regarding instructional practices (e.g.,

Corey, 1 8)*.

Ny,

A third and related argument is that traditional staff development

activities tend to focus on specific teaching skilrl ari51 use of particu4

lar currfculUm materials. .Involvement ±n research and knowaedge produc-

tion is viewed as an important alternative that enables practitioners to

,---

*
Cronbach (1975) argues that descriptive studies of an educational
gram of practice should include a variety of-naturalistic settings,

examining differences across the settings and attempting to'trace how
-uncontrolled factors produce local. departures from the modal effect.
In this line of inquiry,'"generalization comes late, and the excep- ,

tion is taken as seriously as the rule" (p. '125). Tunnell (1977) points

to the goal of generalizing findings to naturalistic settings in his

argument for carrying out research in'naturalistic settings and incor-
popting practitioners' perceptions of events and behaviors. Bussis,

CbTttendon, & Anarel (1976) describe'their orientation as "neo-
phenotenological" because "the extreme form of phenomenalism and
existentialism in philosophy assumes a degree of individual uniqueness

that would preclude -any meaningful generalizationi and would thus dic-

tate against psyco]ogical research"ip. 12,,Note 5). Mishler-(1979)

recommends that behavioral scientists focus on attempting to specify

the conditions =Oar which relationships holj '":"V.:4) only

for those relationships ;hat apply under
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Adevelop pergonalp and professionally.and ideally prepares them to

assumegreateresponsibility for pursuing a lifelong, more integrated -,

and indivi4lualigced program of professional growth (DeVault, '1965;

Bawden, &;i4notis, 1'980). Such a personal sense ot responsib lity

for growth and veineal has been identified by Lieb,rman (1956), Lor ie

(1975), and others A generally absent among teachers and as neceesary
0.

if teaching is to a sume,full-professional status.
. .

Elliott (19 has argued that there are fundamental differences

between teachers practicaldeliberations and traditional, independent
.c

research. He- has,referred-to the language of practice as the "language

pf voluntary action', da*cribing conduct in terms of the intentions,

desiies, and attitudes it expressks and relating actions or statements

to the value Systems that teachers hold. Traditional researchers fee-

quentry criticise teacher deliberations ap lacking objectivity and

therefore of little 'relevance, to scientific research. As such, teachers

who are invited to participate in m st collaborative researat are asked-

29

to set aside tjce language of practice and expected to view themselves
4

allt colleagues from an outsiderys'perspective. The

Elliott, is that such approaches do' not infact

and .their prac

. problem,'accordin

bridge the gap between research and practice; ultimately their results
r 1 /

,lack practicalpractical signUtcance because they do not take intoaccount the

perspectives ofpractitioners`as practitioners and de'velop theories from

this standpipintModes of disciplined inquiry are needed that will

generate .practical theories of teaching.

An alternative`fn this direction t4it has received some attention

recently involves(the notion ofthe "reflgctive",or "self- monitoring"

teacher, who has.mhdclfa commitment to continuous observation. and recon-

sideration of practice. As Eeiman Nemser (1980) has observed, the

notion of reflection as an educational aim is not new: Dewey (1963)

defined reflecCidn As-"look[in0 back oithr whayt has been done to extract

the net meanings which are the capital stock for dealinc with further

'experiences" (p.-87). 'RefleCtion enables the-individual to- move

experience from the realm of'perception into that'of understandingnwhere

it can serve as a' guide for futue action. It 13. a ':process by which

k

. .
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one becomes-aware of one's situation and 'one's,own role as[an in

it":(Elliott,,,,1977, p:.5). When appliedto practicing teache s,

reflection involves thoughtful reconsideration.cif,c sro events and

.
situations to develop insights and understandings that will be useful '

An the-uture.
0

,

Borrowing a term from Peters (1968), Feiman Nemser has described

rehectioaas a procedural aim--an aim that is conceived in terms of

, values and Principles of procedure rather than in terms of products end

4.,

outcomes. Pi-oCedural aims are translated into process criteria. In

the case.of.reflection or self-nionitoring as a procedural aim, the

objective is to instill in teachers a recognition of the value-of

disciplined inquiry and systematic reflection as a support td practice.

A further aim is to provide practitioners with actual skills and tech'-

nitues that they can use to reflect upon practice. Implications for

teaching practice, in turn, emerge ficni 'teachers' reflections and self-

examinations.

Implicit within the approaches incorporating this orientation that.

are.described in the literature is a commitment to the reciprocity of' .

though and action--the notion that "practice uninformed by thought,
4

stultifies, while theory uninformed by practice is,sterile" (Carini,

1978, p. 11).4 TeachePs' reflections and deliberations are.seen, as

valuable to those individuals
immediately_involved and to wider audiences

of practitioners and researchers alike.

Knowledge Use

Scholars:atd practitioners have noted the uneven results of latge-

and small -scale efforts aj,school improvement and reform over the' past

'two dtcades. Dung the latter 1950s and much of the 1960s, considerable

optimism was voi.4d ovec the potential of new curricula, teaching

machines, novel instructional methods, and other innovations. It was

anticipAted that widespread adoption of new methods and materials.would

lead to recognizable improvement in the quality of educatiAl and, by

the mid 1960s, to amelioration of scitiarproblems as well. When the

dramati impacts that has been expected failed to materialize, much of

theearly optimism gave way to more cautious;opinions, and evgs skepticism.

'13
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InlOpscribing the wave of reform that began, in the 1950s,,Milei

(1964) observed that the focus of these Change efforts was almost en-

tirely on the content of the proposed change, with littler no atten-

tion to the nature ,of the change process. Miles and others began to' A.

suggest that more emphasis on the change process .itself was' needed in
.

ordli to develop a better understanding of how innovations spread through

the educational system and why some innovations appeAred to be'ffiore

successful than others. Early,effortLin this direttiOn consisted 0'

largelyof indepth case studies conducted at a single site, documenting

.2-
the success moreo,re often the apparent failure) of an innovation or

plan for refo7 (see,, for example, Gros's, Giacquinta, & Bernsteiit, 1971;

'Smith & Keith, 1971).

As the case s,5udiei and other ],fines of research on change in
y 4

p

schools continued, it became increasingly apparent that Change is a

complex process/ that unfolds overtime along multiple dimensions. Vari-

ations in results cannot always be explained by programmatic differendes.

Innovations that appear very similar on paper often yield different

results in different settings. Researcheiiirand program developers began

to suggest that lack of positive results is often associated with lack

of change in the intended direction {non-imRlementation) or with inade-

quate attention to issues
/
of long-tern continuation orprograth kproye-

ments (failure to institutionalize).
st"'

Approaches that have been suggested for reducing the occurrence of

implementation and institutionalization failures entail taking account
. .

of practi4oners' perspectivesin ddveloping innovations and/or bringing

practi.tionersthemselves into more active roles'in the innovation and

dissemination processes. Efforts along these lines generally.assumd

that most innovations developed outside the "real world" of the

clissroom or school system lack relevance to practitioners' needs and

,interestst. More specifically, convention#1 approaches to innovation

are criticized as offering practitioners no immediately apparent .

"relative advantage" (R gers & Shoemaker, 1971) over current activities,

as racking feasibility; or as unacceptable to teachers because they

con flrEt with teachers' values end belief systems.

14
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The most advanced development of these arguments is-presented by_`

Michael Fullen and Alan Pomfret in their excellent review of issues in

curriculum innovatiqns and the improvement.of practice (1977). "Pullen

P'

I

\ and Pomfret haVe classified studies of implementation into two
I

,N

categorieS: Fidelity ("the degree of implementation of an inpov tion

in terms of,the extent to which actual use of the innovation corresponds

to intendeddr planned use", p. 340) and Process (analyski of "the corn-

plexiti.es of the change process vista -vis how innovations become devel-

oped/changed, etc. dilring the process of implementationIbPd,),

These two approaches, although converging on the same target phenomenon,

'I stem from quite separate research traditions. Whereas the fideloity

approach emphasizes empirical replication of "core" innovation features

(usually defined'by the innovator) as suitable eviVnce of implemania-

tion, the process approach'fboks to patterns of organizational an& per-

sonal change necessary to support or accomlodate appropriate use as

evidence of implementation ;see, for eia:61e, Berman and McLaughlin,

1975). As Fullan and Pomfret arguer there are gt least five dimensions
4

of implementation in practice: .

(1) Changes in subjqit matter or materials (curriculum content)

,X2) Changes in organizational structure (formal arrangements
and physical conditions--student grGupLng, staffing patterns,

).etc c

r /
(3) Changes in ,role/behivior (IpTching style or' tasks; role N

4, relationships) . . . )
.... I

(4)lChanges in knowledge and understanding 'P(1136VEmponents
of the innovation- -its philosophy; afturpt/ons, objectives,
subject matter, rola relationshilis etc.)

8

.

.,

,,etc.)
'''''>,,

(5) Chan es in alde 'internalization )(COmmitment to imple-
'lc-

menti4ng various components of the,innovatibn): ..:ti

ot^ \ A ,

.
41 (p. 3361 361-5) ",

$

...

An analysis of these five imensions-in terms of the fid'elity and process

traditionsreveals an importantant overlpp. Spacificall: the fidelity
A. . \

.`,,perspective. focusel-bn implementation primarily in termt of -a
/

...role perspective. It starts with an innov *ion and'derives

from it 'a set ofbehaviors that users, typically teachers,
Nust display at some future time before the innovation is con-

sidered to be lemented. The concern is,) with the extent to

151
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which actual Oehavioral changes correspond with planned

behavioral change in individual roles. This approach assumes

that the'innovation consists of one,behavior or a series of

,
individual behaviors, amd that only one role must chahge (qr

at,least different roles will change separately). It follows,

then; that the innovation is implemented when the occupant's

of the role display the appropriate behaviors.

(1:). 363)

these appropriate role behaviors, properly operationalized, can be mea-

sured as' manifest most clearly' in fhe "-materials," "structures," and

vbehaviors"dinensions, but far less,clearly ih the "knowledge and under.-

standing",and the "value internalization" dimensions.

The process perspective, op-the bther hand, keys into measurement

(albeit indirect) of changes in-role relationships,' kncwledge, under-

standing, and value internalization.dimensions ktis argued,

would support or be concomitants of the intended degree of implemen-

tation. The proc6;s approach, however, is inadequate and inapproriite

for detailed measurement of changes in specified materials usage\ struc-

tures) and role behaviors.

Accordingly, these two =JOT approaches to the specification and
(

measurement of implementation are neither mutually exclusive nor redun-

dant. Rather, they address partially ovettlapping subsets of Pullen

and Pomfret's fide; dimensions of implementation. Nbrebver, by its
4*

'very nature, the fidelity approach--vilrbe innovation specific, whereas

r the Proces approach should be Somewhat,independent ofsuch snecifics,

since it addresses the emergence of new User characteristics which atm

consonant with'appropriate use of the innovlation, almost regardless.of

the'actual innovation.

Gene Hall and his colleagues at the Uhivertiry of Texas at Austin's

Center for ResearCh,anE Development on Teacher Education have concentrated

om methologies which document the processes.of practitioner involvement.
1

in the application orinnovatians.' Their,Modelthe Soncerns-Based

Adoption Modelkeys on the change process from thd practitioner's pev-

spective in terms Of progress with involveme ;t and use t)Ethe innovation. .

This-mpthodology clearly acknowledges the fundamenril importance of

beliefsl: values, and expectations of practitioners .in the' use of any nrw.

to



pratticeier procedure. In other wards, new approach to exational

practice, whether they emerge from innovative practitioners or from

research and development efforts,, ultimatelY,require involvement of

ichool-,based practitioners for their use. "B,oth ana Hall hav4

,tylentifigd what appe'ar to be key dimensions. of this involvamart and how
_ .

progress along these dimensions can be qd'antified. Given these considera- °

tions, fairly compelling arguments for early, and active involvement of

school-based practitioners-in the selection, adoption, and development
...

\

of impletentation procedures as a/fundamentat
-
approach to staff and

'program development can be advanced. More importantly,!failure to

,provide for such involvement may severely limit use of 'the innovation.

The -concdpt of mutual adaptation.c perhaps the most important single

contxibutitn from the Rand Corporation's mas$ive investigation of the

innovation and change proces in'school$ (Berman & McLaughlin, 1975),

posits that both the innovations and the practitioners undergo changes

through the effectiile use°of'innovations. The National Diffusion Netylivk

study (Emrick'et al:, 1977) further suggests that the practitioners will

adapt ciferacteristics of their performance td characteri.s4cs the:

innovation primarily In accord with their understanding of the innovation
/

(its intended puP'ose, use, and changes (yer standard operating proceddres

that are implied by its essential feature ) and. its consonance with their

valuesevbeliefs, and role expectations. 'Hall's 'methodology provides

evidence that the adaptation process is relatively orderly and occurs in

several stages. The first and most crucial stage seems to involve the i

user's assessment .f'the innovation: how its,use will require changes in

standard procedures and how it. 1.s cons'onent with profesftonal values,

,../0.0

. +.
beliefs, and role expectations.' .

,

.

e
.

, .

When the magnitude of change or the discrepancy roles/values
.

represented by the innakition exceed some subjective limits, the innova-

tion will be modified until it is within the compliance limits of the

. 4 pilctitioner. If conditions of use do not permit such adaptation, the
it

innovation simply 'wild not be used, or at best will be use inappropriately

or ineffectively. Under these' Conditions, even power-co i4e tactics
. .

to direct and enforce "corfigct" use will largely fails many prograr

developers, administrators', and change agents have' discovered.

17
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The implications of these cohsitierations for practitioner involvement

in staff development involving, use of innovations are direct. Early and

continuous'participation of practitioners in the analysis and selection

,of innovations tp be adopted and adapted to practice should serve
4-4
several

facilitative functions. First, involvement should act tosurface conflicts

and discrepancies which, as argued above,-1,71.11 accompany any innovation

and.can block its use. Identification.and clarification of these concep-
,

0
etual and procedural obstacles is a necessary first step toward their)

possible resolution.
4
Second, any change involves some re-education. To

the extent practitioners have A nontrivial role in shaping this ,re-

educative process, they will be more committed to its eventual success.

This constitutes a positive and genuine approach to staff development

for the improvement of practice. Third, successful experiences in

active (rather than passive) involvement of practitioners in the use of

innovations serves to build capacity for future changg requirements. It

can become the basis for the emergenceof professional norms regarding
#

praftitioner roles and expectations_ln,school change.
* . .

Governance and Decision Making
11,

It was argued above that school practitioners have traditionally been

on the receiving end of efforts to improve the quality of educational

practice through inservice training and program development. Similarly,

most important decisions regarding goals and priorities; staffing,

administration, and discipline policies;.curriculum; and instructional

apprhes have been made by school board" and administrators. Yet teachers

tear major responsibility for carrying out these decisions an a day-to-
,

da..ioapis'.' In recent years a number.of organizational theorists have

suggested that con4ntional managemtht structures are less than opt*mal,
....---)

. . fora variety of organizations and that participatory management struc-

tures will contributeAto greater employee satisfaction, smoother organi-

c 'national functioning, and incrgased productivity.
.

?
kortie (1977) describes the formal and legal control structure of

schools as "monolithic, hierarchical nd concentrated" (p.' ,'337)t Legal

authority and responsibility for voli y and school- operaeAnS rest with
,...

t^

er.



a.t,he board of +cation; the board may choose to delegate certain powdrs
1.--, -

to the superintendent and others. However, as Lortie andothers point .

e
out, a number' of factors operate to limit,realization of the close control4

. .

and supervision of activities implied by the formal struCiure.A,In
1 .....-

..r.

trast(to the monolithic, hierarchical formal structure
k
of governance,

school systens have been described at operating, in fa8t,,ais loosely

1

0

coupled organizations (Weick,
0
1976), functl-oning under a highly decen-

tralized systemoUgovernance and subject to a complex array of influ-

- ,"'
ences--internal, local, state, and federal (Pincus, 1974). Schooling

/

has been described as a labor- intensive process (Cresswell & Murphy,

1980), charac/ rized by pluralism,in goals and values and lack of a clear

Iand universally phaceit
.,ed technology (Lortie, 1977; Pincus, '1974). It

is generally agreed that most teachers enjoy a- considerable degree of

autonomy with regard to activities in their individual classrooms (see,

t 4

e.g., Goodlad et al., 1974; Hornstein et 01., 4971; ortie, 1977).

At the same time, however,' teachers' autonomy and influence have

not traditionally extended beyond.the classroom door. Teachers have not,
r

for the most part, exerted a substantial degree of collective influence

over decisions made at the school or district level'(Liebermann, 19561.

Ambrosie & Heller`' (1972), among others, point to tensions beteea.the
f

tradition of "paternaAstic benevolence", in which decisions are made by

scho boards and administrators, and the emergence of Movements toward

professionalization among teachers.

It has been algued that.attemptsto elevate teaching to ,a fully

professional status will require fundamental changes in some long-

standing norms and,role expectations for teachers. Cresswell &Murpliy

(1980)'claim'that teachers''traditionai commitment to "selflessness"

and "optimistic service to the children" (P. 20) has made it difficult

) for them to resist decisions made by-Others that offer improvements in

instruction, even if the cost to teachers is high. ,They suggest thatft

"the professional norms of self-determination and autonomous expertise

Ca'Y

m offer an alternative through which te.idh4rs "can contribute to decisions
As

;

aimed at improving instruction without demanding excessive personal costs

from practitioners. Corwin (1974) suggests a fundamental dilemma: The li \

V

11,
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individual autonomy traditionally dhjoyedhy teachers has been purchased

.at the expense of opportunities to exert a collective and 'signifiCant

influence on schooling., He argues'that this personal autonomy is quite

limited in scspe'ana no longer sufficient.to satisfy large numbers of

teachers. Issues in collective hargaining and muements towardpteacher

militancy have involved attention to involvement in decisions about working

conditions, new programs, etc., as well as "bread and butter" issues.

Corwin suggests that ifteachers as a^ group develop more cohesiveness

)(establish a colleague system camparahleto that in other professions),,

their autbnomy--in terms of i-ndependence from +control by administrators

Of

and key perSons outside the school--will be enhanced.

34 Theories of Job Satisfaction and Achievetent Motivation *

As stated earlier, a coMprehensive and unified theoretical framework

for school-basedpractitioner involvement has not yet been formulated,

Rationales associated with knowledge development and app/Ication do not

A
really serve as theoretic

ti
statements. Still, some recent theoretical

developments in the psy.chologies of Personality, MotivatiOn,' and Achieve-

ment (Maslow, 194j, 2954; Herzberg, 1966; Argyris, 1964; Atkinson '& Raynor,

1974; Gruneberg, 1979; McClelland,

practitioner involvement and staff

the theoretical formulations, which

1961) do appear relevant to issues of

development. In other words, most of

reLate to practitioner involvement

presume some functional reaationship between practitioner involvement and
4

job satisfaction. In the remainder of'this chapter, we will briefly

characterize these theories and suggest some staff development implications.

Job satisfaction theories can be sorted into one of two categories':

those which account for the conditions under which job' satisfaction (or

dissaellfaction) will occurcalled content theories by Campbell, et al.

(1970);4and those which account for the dynamics of job satisfaction--g

.called process theories (Campbell, et al. 1970). While the forM:0--or

'content theories are generally more widely known and -researched, the

proces theories may appear teotfer more in the sway of implications for

pradtical applications.
..-
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Content Theories. A familiar content theory of job satisfaction is

based on ehe needs hierarchy postulated by Abraham Maslow (1943, 1954). .

Although Maslow did not explicitly address job satisfaction, his formula

tions have semwed as the springboard for the dlo-factor theory of job

satisfact.ion made.faMous by Herzberg, and have heavily influenced the
AV

writings of organizational fheorisrg.such as Argyris (1960);

Briefly, Maslow postulates a five-level hierarchy of human needs

which operate to direct human behavior. These needs are:

(1). .Basic physiological (fOod, shelter);

(2) Safety and security (from danger,-threat,deprivtion);

(3) Social((affection, affiliation);
A

(4) Esteem (self-fespect, peer approval, status); and

(5) Self-actualization (ftilfillment through self-development).

(Maslow, 1954pp. 35-46)

The first three needs are considered lower order, the last two higher

order. Man is seen as "a perpetually wanting animal" (Lowry, 1974)

controlled by that need which 1s not being fulfilled.' Only after basic

needs are satisfied will attention turn to higher-order needs. In the

' job situation, Maslow's theory would predict that only after lower-order

0 needs fiGorking conditions, security, and pay have been-satisfi ed, would

the employee seek satisfaction and achievement from the work itself.

-A formulation derived from Maslows work which has stimulated a

great ea] of empirical research is known as the Herzberg two-factor -

theory of job satisfaction. ThiS content theory translates Mas.low's

two orders of needs into .factdrs which conditionally affect job satis-

faction and dissatisfaction respectively. These two factors are

labelled: (1) hygienes, Or those conditions whose absence brings about

dissatisfaction; and (2) motivators, or those conditions whose presence

sets the occasion for satisfaction (Herzberg,' 1966).

Examples of hygienes are pay, job security, employee benefits, and

general working conditions. Examples of motivators are achievement

incentives, status, challenge, autonomy, and aspects, of the work which

brfng about intrinsic satisfaction and a serise.of self-fulfillment. Both

1
motivators and hygienes must be present in the job context fOr the empoyee

<
.
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to delve satisfiction from,the job., However, the presence or absence

of motiveorswill not affect dissatitfaction,,o,as,this'is influenced,
. ,

only by hygienes. - .: ..

Thus, Herzberg argues that factors,such as vacation and imy schedules
. .

- - d

are h'ygienes which haveslittle to do with deriving satisfaction from a
.

job, bUt-which certainly.-wil Produce dissatisi"action'when'they become

. deficient. The work itself', as well as.conditioni or attributes of the

work (growth, ,achievement` sense of responsibility, recognition) lead to

satisfaction, provided h}gienes properly exist in,the work environment

(Herzberg, 1957,.1966),..

.Process Theories. This second group of theories attend to charac-

teristics.of the individual in relation to characteristics tof the job.and

work environment. Process theories attempt to deM. with (explain) the

dynamics of job satisfaction, arguing that job tatisfaction is determined

by the needs, vags, and expectations that people have in relation to

their jobs, as well as bj the characteristics of the job itself (its

nature'and context)-. A consideration of these theories and `the evidence

of their validity strengthens the case for school-based practitioner
. 0

involvement as an appropriate tactic for stiff development and school

impyovement.

A fairly direct process theory of job satisfaction is known as Equity

theory (Runnette, 1976). Equity theory postulates .that job sa/tisfaction

will be determined by the individual'ssense of equity'regarding job tasks,,

.conditions, and.rewards relative to those of others iwbasically 'similar
.

job contexts. The theory prpdicts.the individual will adjust efforts and-

nput in prep.ortion to equity disc epancies s/he perceives in the current

job sit ion-. Underpaid employees will put out less effort or-lower their

standards of performance in proportipn to the wage 'deficit. Similarly,
. 1

0,

. ;.
;

overpaid employees would be expected to engage in instrumental activities
,

to reduce the 'discrepancyor certainly to express dissatisfaction.
-.,

Evidence does supporithe "underpaid" predictions. Such employees P'

tend to be ssatisfied with their jobs, reduce the quality of their per-

form and'seek ways of increating their net rewards., But,"overToaid"

22 1
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employees, in contrast to theoretical expectations, seem quickly to

reconcile themselves to the state of affirs, arguing that itis others

who'are being undvpaid, that the system is at fault, or simply denying

discrepancy exists (Pritchard,iet al, 1972). Locke (19.76), in

fact, argues that the problem with EqUity theory 14 not so much that it

has been disproven, but .that it is so loose as tbhccount for any

outcome.

A modest refinement of Equity, theory is a formulation known as

RefeSince Group theory (Hulin 6eBlood, 1968). This theory postulates that

knowledge of thelreference group tQ..whom an individual relates is requi7
47.=

site to understanding job satisfaction. But as Korman (1977) and ,others

(e.g., Locke,. 1976; AnaU, 1978; Amall & Grunebeh, 1976) point out,

expectations based on reference iiaups must be supplemented by knowledge.'

of An array of other compone s, such as personality traits, needs, values,

and preferences of the indi idtal. In this sense, the'extent of detailed

knowledge required of vidual before the theory can be applied may

appear excessive or imftactical. In our view, the theory is of value in
, -

a 'less direct sense. It underscores the importance of attending to.tpe

. ..e6gpectations of indeladuals in relation to theit job Or profession asa

fundamental and necessary requisite,to understanding job performance.

A formal.model of,Need Fulfillment theory has been proposed

by Vroom (19 ?.. In this model, job satisfaction s sqet-as the sum

of the extents VgNehich individual are met((or fuIfillea) by the

job characteristics. Moreover, weightings are applied to further scale
4

need, discrepancies, since 'different needs are assumed to vai in impor-

tante*mithin and across people. Thus, in this theory, one looks not only

' tor values that conflict Wit11.0T are fulfilled by the job conditions, but

also,The importante of the specific values.

Vroom (1960 cites' evidengshlminOgIt,shared decision making

participative management) leadS to improved.Sob satisfaction only to the
t,

'extent decision inolvement4'is positively valued by the teachers.

This means that in4ividuals7411 be di4tribilted (thiiforim of the distri-
it

but),on is unknown) ihdependently,pn separate values oor needs. Assume

thedistrpution is multivariate- normal with respectito n needs, with
A
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each ne ed occupying an importance or subjective weight (Wi). The intr9-

am, duction of any modificat4fi in job conditions can be expeCted to influence

job satisfaction as the weighted sumof value/rieed discrepancies associated

with the condition. Thus:

S
P

= Person
(P)4.4.

where W1 = Importance of
need

(1)

= Change in need
stater n(i)

represents, the expected satisfaction index for person p regarding the

Apb conditions under consideration.

aktics (e .)[Locke, 1976) of thigmodel argue that it overlooks a

1 major quantitati

11.

variable--namely, how much of something is wanted. For

example,,Wan4ng a lot, of money is not the same as,wanting money a 1

in Locke's opinion. Perhaps a more challenging concern pertains to

quantification.of values, weights; and discrepanc;es. The utility of

this theort ppy, it would appear, is4in its abillty to provide fairly precise
. .

and detailed predictions of the appropriatepess d acceptability of changes

in
,

job context or conditions. Unlike Herzbexg's clel,.it assumes that
. ,

. is the satisfying or mOttvating attributes of a job are contained not in the

tasks, but in how the tasks relate to the values, needs, and expectations
.

of the individual who4is to carry them out. This provides the job planner
i

with -a powerful capability to assess in advance the likely impact of a

4 give ange in job conditions staff acceptance and satisfaction./ Stated

differently, the theory implies thht the likelihood a given intervention

will Produce a specific result can be reasonably wel estimated prior to

and independent of the implementation of the interven ion under cpn-

siderhtion. The interventionist would have to gather infomati;n on

'extant values of the employees and skillfully analyze how these values

would be impacted by the planned intervention. By modityinti relevant

aspects of the interventiph, presumably unwanted outcoles.(ranging, Thy,

from reduced net job satisfaction to work slowdowns, strikes, or*resig-
.

nations) can be avoided.
%.



This Need Fulfillment theory. (or Value Discrepancy model) seems`

to have a great deal of relevabce to.staff development objectives, and

appears fairly utilitarian in a prescriptive sense. Two furthdr relevant'

theories which focus more on productivity. than on job satisfaction are

Atkinsonrs theory of Achievement. Motivation (Atkinson & 'Feather, 1966;

Atkinson & Raypor, 1974). and McGregor's Theory X and Theory Y..(AcGregor,'

1960). 1101,,

,In his theory ofesehievement Motivation, Atkinson pogtulites.thaty

',an individual's tendenCy to approach and engagein an achievement-

oriented activity can be represented as the mathematical sum of three",

'components:

7

.

s
, or a tendency of the individual to)engage in a task

which offers an oppOrtunity for success, conditioned by:

(1) Ph ,or the, subjective probability that success will be

the outcome'(i.e., that the individual will succeed), and

(2) I
s

, or the importance of success on this task. Thus,

'this component is represented as Ts = Ms(Ps)(Is).

. M
af'

or a tendency to avoid failure 6i- avoid situations

where failure is'likely, conditioned by: (1) P f' or the

subjective probability that a given task will lead to

failure, and (2) I
f'

or the importance of the task (sub-

jective) to the individual. Zhis isrepresented in

Atkinson's theory as Tif = Maf(pf)(If).

Text, or extrinsic influences which produce tendencies

to perform, but which are not part of achievement motiva-

tion per se. This.-component of the theory acknowledges the

influencethat sqcial contexts may exert on the perfor-
,..-

mance situation.

In words, the theory pr(dicts that achievement-oriented activity will be r

the sum of the individual's attraction to success opportunities (weighted

ty the likelihood of success and the importance, of success offered by

the situation at hand) plus the individual's avoidance of failure situ-

ations (also weighted by the value and likelihood of failure perceived in

the situations) plus a social conformity number,
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'Atkinson's theory appears as an extension and elaboration of the
1

Expectancy and,Need Fulfillment theories described above (although much

of Atkinson's work clearly predates Job Satisfhttion theory). Atkinson's

model differs, however, in several impottant respects. Fi the incen-

tive values of success (I ),and failure (I ) are inverse lines functions

of the subjective estimates of success and failure, respectively, rather

/-
than independent additive components as in Need Fulfillment theory. -

Second, the theory is meant'to predict behavior only in "achievement

situations,", i.e., "situations in which a person notionl mself
k

or herself as .responsible for a somewhat uncertain out

the-outcome for which s/he is responsible will be eval ated against a

standard 6f excellence (Sjogren & Maehr, 1971, p. 144). In other words,

achievement situations are those which requitiskill and competence.

Third, a great 461 of empirical evidence has been generated around tests,

refinements; and extensions-of the theory (see, e.g., Atkinson & Raynor,

s , ,f

ome, but knows that

1978). 1

Moss.of the applications of Atkinson's theory have een in the Indus-
a

trial,workaiace, and primarily in redesigning jobsto more closely match

the nature, of tasks with the characteristics of the worker subgroups who
.

- are to caury them out. In some cases thishas pled to job expansion,

'others to-:lob teduction. Maehr & Sjogren (1971) suggest .a number of

educationatimplications irk such areas as ability grouping and programmed

instruction. .More interestingly, they comment,

used to attract and hold teachers, e.g., tenure

vacations,..fringd benefits,"certification, etc.

"the techniques generally

, salary schedules, pay,

, art techniques most

likely to appeal to the person with low achievement motivationMight '

it be that the supposedly static condition Of education is.'a direct

result of personnel practices which tend to discourage the recruitment
. .

and retention of tithe Disk taker and -innovator ?'.' (p. 157).

7
Although it is most unlikely-that educati personnel policies

inentionally screen achievement -orl,Onted candidates from the profes;ion,

Maehr ajnd Sjogren's point deserves considerhtion. What, one might.tk,

eists inthe educational wail( environment to stiMulate or reinforce

_ach emLent-orieved'behavioriot What opportunities do teachers have to
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see themselves as responsible for outcomes which are to be judged

agains t standards of excellence?

The final 'lleory" to be considered in this section addresses the

above questioni, and has served as the conceptual basis' forat least one

of the successful applications o' practitioner involvement described'in

Chapter 5. his.two-part formulation has been referred to as McGregor's
I

Theo X and Theory Y. Theory X is based on a se of ass ons regarding

the rk motives in the average worker. To paraphrase the th ry,

is assumed that the averageerson:

(1) Has an inherent dislike for work and will avoid it if

possible.

(2) Prefers to be directed and supervised.

(3) Primarily seeks security.

(4) Bas'relativelylittle ambition.

(5) Wishes to avoid responsibility.

Because of these negative wox-related values, it follows from the theory

that theavei.age worker will need to be coerced, controlled, directed,

or threatened with punishment in order to motivate him or her to put forth

adequate' effort toward achieving organizational objectives. This is 'the

rationale for
.

the dominant mode of,management and administration charac-

teristic of American school systems.

Theory, 'I', on 'the other hand, makes quite different assumptions

regarding work motives and "personality '4nemics of the average person.
J. 4 -

Specifically, in Theory Y it is assumed:

(1) That the'average person does not dislike work. Rather, the

expenditure of physical and mental effort in work es as

natural as play or leisure.

(2) -Ekternalicontrol and threat of puniihment are not the only

means for bringing about efforts.toward organizational

objectives. The average person-can and will exercise sel

direction in the service of objectives to which s/17 is

committed.

(3) Commitment to objectives is a function of the extrinsic and

intrinsic rewards associated with achievement.

(4) The ave±ageperson learns, under proper condtidns, not only

to accept but also to seek responsibility.

27



(5) The capacity to exercise a relati elyjOligh degree of.crea-.

tivity,,impgipation, and innuity in the solution of task-

related problems is wid y, not narowly,,distributed in the-

general population.

(6) In-Most contemporary work environments, the intellectual

potential of the worker is only partially realized.

(Mescon & Rachman, 1976)

It is immediately apparent that Thely Y is supportive and consonant

.*ith arguments for
practitipner.involvement as a means to staff develop-7

4

mat and job satisfectkone , Moreover, research in the field of job satis-

faction has focused on establishing that conditions which lead to improved

/Job satisfaction lead also to increased:_

. productivity,
r

problem-solving effectiveness,

worker commitments

. loyalty and stability, and

. improved workplace criditione"

L

These "outcomes" certainly correspond well to ajectives of most educe=

tional staff devel otent programs. Unfortunately, job satisfaction research

has been inconclusi e so that argumentsor practitioner involvement must

-beadvanced more on theoretical or philosophical considerations,than on

a strong body of empirical evidence.

In.the remainder of this report, we will.describe,the results of our

investigation into efforts to promote more active participation and involve

ment of school pracitioners in three major staff development applications:

.
participation in the research and knowledge production process,

. active involvement in the application of innovations to the,

improvement of practice, and(

more active involvemedt in school-based instructional ecision:

making and goverpance.
I

28
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Chapter 3

PRACTITIONER INVOLVEMENT IN KNOULEDGE PRODUCTION.
40

In Chapter 1 we 'introduced the'concept of school-based piactitioner

involvement for staff development and the Improvbent of practice,. In

. .

Chapter 2 we reviewed arguments that have been advanced to support more

active participation of Rractitionersotn knowledge prodUction, utilization,

and gevernance., InfChapters 3, 4, and 5 we Jill describe a number of

efforts that have been undertaken with the explicit intent of bringing,
.

school-based practitioners into more active roles in these three areas. In

carrying out this review, we searched the literature for examples bf prac-

titioner involvement applications in such areas as'resgarch, program.kapx4r-

went, and decision thakiAg. In additipn to reviewing the literature, we

selected five efforts represeneing a fairly broad spectrum of practitioner

inuOlvement applications for more indepth case study investigation. The case

studies included site visits t4 interview teachers sand other stakeholders

as well as review Of available reports and nher-documenttion.

Two case studies focusing on ppectitioner, involvement in the production

of knowledge are reported inthis -Chaptec the San Diego implementation of

/the Interactive Research and
Development on Teaching Project initiapted at

the Far West Laboratory,and the collection'af vocessfs for involving prac-

titioners in systematic observation, documentation,
anf reflection on prac-

tice developed at the Prospect School and ,Center for Education and ,Research.

Three case studies of practitioner inxolvsment.in,governance and decision

making.mill be reported ih Chapter below. Origiria'14 case,studies of

applications focusing on knowledge utilization were not'cenducted.for thiS

investigation. Instead, in Chapter 4 we draw from our own previous work

(Emrick et al., l9177; Emrick & Peterson, 197.8a).- as well as the work of others

who have studied the dissemination of knowledge and practice improvements and

,
c

the process of improvement-oriented-Ange
within school settings.

chapter 3 is organized into two sections corresponding to two relatively

4
distinct general oiientations to practitioner, involvement in knowledge pro-

...

duction. In the first section we review several. efforts to involve teachers

and other school-based personnel in conducting educational researth studies.

Included within this qection are a brief review of the action research-move-

went, the,IR&DT case study,'a description of the teacher colIabornto'r nrn-r

currently underway-at
Michigain State's Institute for Researchon Teachfrw,

'11
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andan effort undertaken in Scotland to involve teachers in analysis and

interpretation of data in a computerized data bank. In the second-sect

we examine two approaches focused'on developing within teachers the int est

and the skills for self-monotoring and nisCiplined litiquiry into the nature

and impacts of their own practice: John Elliott's triangulation model and,

the Prs.pect case study.

///

Knowledge Production th4puch'
Practitioner.Involvement dn Research

The Action Research Movement,

Anearly approach to bringing practitioners into active participation

in the generation of knowledge was termed .action research. Corey (1948) drew

distinctions. between action research and trpditional or fundamental research

in terms goBJc, assumptioni, researcher and practitioner roles, and criteria

for we ghing the contribution of findings. Briefly, fundamental research is

carried 'but to develop new generalizations and test hypotheses in such a way

:that conclusions can be extended beyond the specific situations s'tudied. The.

action research alternative calls for studies done by practitioners within

their own settings, because "a teacher is most likely to change his ways of

)

working with pupils because of information he hfMself accumulates about these

same pupils in order to work more effectively with them" (Corey, 194&, p. 511,

emphasis added). Active involvement of teachers thtoughou'ethe research pro-

cess was a central thrust of action research, although Vtightstone (1949) and

Chein et al. (1948)' suggested that professional researchers could play impor-

tant roles in helping deyelop study plans, instruments, and other technical areas.

Although' action research approaches enjoyed some popularity 'during the

1940's and 19501s,* Corey (1948) pointed to.the paucity of "how-to" information

as a major problem. tittle concrete guidance was available for potential ac-

. tion researches. Further, although improved practice was.the aim, no commonly

accepted standards existed for judging the qualitylpf methods, the validity of

findings, or `1 impacts'on practice. ,,As such, it proved difficult fo'r

/persons not involved in a specific effort to,judge its merit,*and activities ten-

ded to remain isolated rather than feeding into an accumulating knowledge base.

,

The action research movement-in education subsided to a considerable

extent after the 1950's (Clegg, Anglin,.&.Patton,'1978). This was about

thr same time that federal investment in educational research emerged as

See Mort (1945), Wrightstone (1949), and Wann (1952) for examples of action

research efforts.
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a significant source of support for universities and institutions created

specifically to carry out educational research and development. In the'.

mid 1970s interest in bringing practitioners into active roles in the

generation f knowledgethrough
clastroomrbased research emerged again

ih such efforts as the Far WestLaboratoryls'Interactive
Research and

Development on Teaching Project.

Interactive Research andDevelopment on Teaching Project (IR&DT)

One of the more serious and carefully studied attempts to design

and implement a strategy for involving school -based practitioners in

collaborative research that is reported in the literature is the Interac-

tive Research and Development n Teaching-Project
(Tikunoff, Ward, &

Griffin, 1979), In this project, two lacaltear:s,of'teachers,
research/

evaluation personnel, and staff developmentispecialtsts were forMed to

,

;

investigate issues of their own selection and to develop inservice

programs to spread their methodologies and findings to local colleagues.

The IR&DT strategy' was originally
proposed by Betty Ward and Bill Tikunoff

of the Far West Laboratory as an alternative to the linear view of improvement-

oriented change in education as a far-stage process of research, development,

diffusion, and adoption, with practitioners
involved only in the final

stags. Ward & Tikunoff (1976) criticized the linear model for generally'

failing"toIbring the result's of research to bear on programs of teacher

education or classroom practice. In place of the linear model, they'

proposed-an approach calling for research
and,dAvelopmeni activities to

be conducted
concurrently by teams of practitioners,

researchers, and

trainers/teacher
ethicators'on issues and auestions ident fied'bv classroom

teachers.

A field trial of the IR &DT strategy was undertaken over a 15 -month

period from August 1977 to Novcnber 1978, with support from .the Teaching

and Learning Division )of the National Institute of Education. IR &DT teams

were formed aE two locAtions--an
urban site in California (San Diego) and

a rural site in Vermont. These two settings were purposely seleCted to

provide diverse conditions. The field trial also included a detailed

investigation of the implementation of the IR &DT approach. The study

31
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examined the lea lity and advisabiaity of the approach bOth a's an

alternative mo del for conducting
educational research and dev pment and-.

as.lan intervention intended to provide professional dAtlopmen oppor-

tunities ear the participants.

Activities supported by IR&DT progressed
through a series of stages --

.

recru4tment of teaia members,
orientation, selection of a question for

study, development of the s'tu'dy design, data collection, analysis and

reporting, dissemination ofpethods And findings. With the exception of

recruitment and orientation, major responsibility for the various activi-

ties wps assumed by the local teams.' Researchers from Far West conducted

the recruitment and orientation and provided technical assistance upon

request. The yar West researchers convened an advisory panel to. provide

feedbacktothelocalteams,regarding their study design and draft reports.

Six juries, with members representing research, teacher education, and

practice perspectives, were assembled to judge t he local teams' study

products according to two criteria: technical rigor (soundness of the

- design, data collegtion procedures,analysis techniques, etc.) and useful-

ness to practitionei audiences. In carrying out the current investigation,

of staff development issues ,in practitioner
involvement, a follow -up case

study of the San Diego I51DT site was conducted. This study is reported

below.

Context. The San Diego Unified School District serves the ninth

largest municipality in the nation. With a student population of approxi-

mately120,000 (as of 1977-78) distributed over a 195 square mile area,

the distriA includes 122 elementary and 39 secondary schools. The TROT

project operated in two elementary schqols: the first, a small school

KOO,pupils) serving predominantly black (25%), and hispanic (20%) pupil

jr77 population4 and heavily impacted by federal and state categorical aid

programs; the other, a much larger school'(1200 pupils) located in a

middle-income suburban area where the population was predominant* white

(77%).-

Recruitment of Team Members.. Selection Of two schools es sites from
4

which to draw practitioner participants for the-local team was accomplished

by working through admtnisrative chanvls. The Far West originators
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of the IR&DT strategy met first with the 4istrict's inservice education

director and one of the elementary education area directors. Staff -at the

school in the low income area had previously expressed interest in

collaborating with the' Far West staff on a similar effort; the other f

4 school was suggested to provide for diversity in'pupil, populations and

school organizational features.' Principals at the ewo schdols were
N,

contacted next; they agreed to allow Far West staff to recruit volunteers .

from among their faculties.'
-

Presentations were. made to the tacullies at each school to explain

the IR&DT strategy and%the role that teacher participants would play. At

the low-income school, three teachers who expressed interest were selected.

At the larger school, tw teachers expressed interest; one wasseleated.

(The four teachers selected all taught in primayy grade classrooms; the

other teacher taught fifth grade.) The teachers represented a range in

experience. One was new.to teaching; another had seven years of experi-

ence and was'cons,idering enrolling in a master's program; the third

had recently completed her master's (ih educational administiation) and

was interested in moving to an
40"administrative position on the district

staff; the fourth had almost ten years of classroom experience and a

master's in early childhood" educatiop.

The researcher and teacher
educator memhers of the team were nominated

by the district's inservice education director. These roles were originally

envisioned as filled by university 'personnel', such that IR&DT would

represent a strategy involving inter- institutional collaboration. This

staffing configuration was used at the rural IR&DT site. However, at the

Sean Diego site, the district maintained both an evaluation office and a

stafnevelopment office, so it was decided to staff the local team,

entirely from within the.school system.

Orientation/Initial Training. Participants were recruited in Spring

* 1977. The first major activity was a three-day orientation and training

session in August. The purposes of this session 'were to:

(1) introduce the team members to various research paradigml,

(2) inform the eeam members of theiewroles regarding IR&DT

implementation,

33
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(3) explain the data Collection procedures to be used to study

the manner in whicheach team went about IR&DT implementa-

tion, and

(4) explain'the fiscal, inter-institutional, and other procedures

for communication related to administration of the project.

(Tikunoff, Ward, & Griffin, 1979,

p. 125)

% 1
Open-ended feedback questionnaires completed after the initial session

indicated that participants generally understood and endorsed the con-

cepts underlying IR &D,T and the roles that they were expected to play in

the effort. During interviews conducted more than two years later for

the current case seA16, teacher participants recalled that 'they had

found the technical presentations at'the session (e.g., development

of a research design, use of ethnographic methodology) overwhelming

and somewh at premature. Completion ofthe first task on the agenda

presented to them--i.e., selection of the research question ( a task

in which teachers Were told they would have the major say)--wls apparently

of more immediate relevance to the teachers than activities that would

occur somewhere down the line. The teachrs also recalled the'off-campus

setting for the session as providing an,atmosphere conducive to produc-

tive interactions and development of an early sense alteamwork.

Selection of the Research Topic. The research question selected

by the San Diego team was the following:

What are the strategies anA echniqUes which classroom teachers

use to cope with distractfons to classroom instruction and how

effective are the technique's?

The topic grew out of early suggestions from teacher participants that

.the team focus on an issue related to discipline and to the district's

expressed interest in- maximizing pupils' time -on -tasks All team members

found the topic acceptable. However, a major area of interest to the

team--the opening weeks of'schOol-:-was effectively eliminated from con7

sideration because of the schedule. Aoth the local team and the Far
, 4

West staff have rec ommended that orientatiOn, Issue selection, and

design activities be accomplished during late spring,and summer in f4ure

34
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efforts of this type, so,that teacher participants will have time to

e4olore the literature for alternative issues and the full school year

will be available for data collection (Tikunoff, Ward, & Lazar, 1980).

Development of the Research Design. The research design was pliepared

during Fall 1977. According to teachers interviewed, the researcher/

evaluator "guided" activities during this phase of the effort; he and the
4

staff development specialist were acknowledged by teacher participants as

having greater familiarity and expertise regarding technical issues.

Teachers were involved in decisions about data collection approaches and

development of categorization schemes for rvording distractions in the

.7-Classroom, teachers' coping behaviors, and the effectiveness of these

- behaviors toward resumption of instruction.

Teachers' participation at this stage involved attendance - /at team

meetings and visits to other classrooms to observe the types of distrac

tions occurring and the coping techniques used bi'teacliers. Both teacher

and principals expressed a desireto kip- teachers' time out of class to

a minimult, Hence, team meetings during .phis and subsequent phases of the

project Were held after schodl, oh the weekeroe, and during school vacations.

Data Gathering. Data collection was carried out in the clasgroons

of the four-teachers on the team and foul additional teachers recruited

by the team.. The additional teachers were selected to match the original

team members in terns of grade level and pupil populations. According to

team teachers interviewed, recruiting the additional teachers'was not
P

particularly diffic lt. It was hoped that these teachers would supplement

the original team, 1), oipating,acqVely in data analysis and report

,preparation activities. However, sustaini4i their involvement beyond data

collection proved to-be difficult; it appears that they did not become

'fully inte'grated into'the original team.

Three'datagathering approaches were employed: (1) observations using

checklists on which type's, frequencies, and. duration.of distractions and-
.

coping behaviors were recorded; (2) narrative accounts generated simultaneously

Teachers were compensated for time spent on project work outside normal
Work hours.
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by aft ethnographic observer; and -(3) journals in which the classroom

teacherS recorded their perception of the classroom environment, adtivi-

ties, distractions, and coping techniques on the daystwhen they were

observed. Seven of the observers were experienced classroom teachev on

leave of absence trained to use the checklists; the eighth observer had

experience using ethnographic 'approaches.

/Data.collection Included three cycles of observation. After the -

second cycle, all eight teachers met with the,researcher/evaluator and

staff development specialist to develop preliminary results and discuss

coping strategies that appeared to be most effettive. Team members des-

cribed this activity as an "intervention;" one-of th ir interests in the /'

final obserlfaiions was to see whether new coping te niques were being

used and, if so, whethei^ the new techniques were effective: However,

they- also stressed that their orientation was not evaluative in the sense

of judking IWO other's effectiveness or dictating coping strategies to

be followed on the basis-of their obseil/ation data. The intervention

consisted of group discussions among z collection of experienced practi-

tioners4. the inservice specialist, and the evaluator, each of whom could

draw on his/ber awn experience as well as data colleted for the specifit

la a

purpose of lookift for patterns in distractions and coping techniques.

Data Analysis and Report Preparation. Analysis of data from the

third cycle proved somewhat difficult. After the groulAdiscussion of

-coping techniques, several of the teachers began to experi ment with non-
,

verbal coping techniques (e.g., a prearranged signal to a child who was

creating a disruption). However, the observers often did not recognize

that a teacher. touching her nose while looking at a particular child was

using an intentional coping device. As such, the checklist data, showed

less use of coping techniques than expqcted. The teachers found evidence

.of the use and effectiveness of the nonverbal techniques in their journals

and the ethriographic accounts,. This they viewed as demonstrating the

importance of using multiple approaches to data collection as well as

confirming the value of their own inVolvement in the analysis phase of

tfie,,research. .

^
Teachers involved with preparation of profect reports described the

writing sta-.-e as one of the more difficu ssiIects of their involvement.

11,26
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As classroom teachers they hadfaitost. 0-Training or experience in
teachers

conventions of reporting research results. Teachers suggested that

futuie efforts of this typeNoe scheduled's° that writing activities

A

would be done durlAi the summer and'recommended that some tr.5ining.and

. assistande in technical ,writing be provided to - teacher participants.

Disseminatio: Local Traininioand External Reporting. A distinctivf

feature of the IR&DT approach was the explicit connection it called for

between research and,staff development. One product of the local teat's,

effort was an inservice program designed to give larger numbers of teachers

direct experience in carrying out similar research. The prograM was

'developed by,the local team and laughs by the-Staff development' pecialr

ist (with some involvement of,practitioner,team members. Theinservice

itprogram was not intended simply to pass-on the fihtlings from, the I
. -

, -

team's work; nor was it- intended to take additional teachers tbroug the'
q . ,

entire proceis of se4ecting a tfpfc'te-sfudy,cre a research des gn,
,

and 90 on. Rather, the aim was to ,familiarie, Ira with-both the

tbodology and the findings/from the'orignal Study and.ta provide them_,-

wit opportunities to co ct.,addition data on distractions and coping , .

behaviors in their ateul assrooms. '

..
,..

According tcr the inservice specialist: the program b,:a.S.-been offered-,

four times and has.been well fubscribed: He attributed the popularity
. '--v.,

1 the course in part to.its'focus on clasiroOmpanagemlft issues. (The

t majority of ins ce offerings inthe district de ith curriculum.)

T6 course has also aftraCtedlihterest within the centra _office because ,..

obits relev ance to the district's emphasis on increasing pupils' tiMe
.

on

V
.

task.

One of'the mo

component'' 7may

0
3,131,

fficuli aspects of xhe,Arogram--the observation

is e one of its st valuable. According to the flee

-

vice specialist, the prospect
-or being observed is still a source of dis-

k
,

. ,,,,-----,....
,

comfort and apprehension far some teachers. However, tb6 origirial TROT

team teachers insisted diat'the inservice program includllobservations.

4.
To 'reduCe anxiety about observation, teacher0.in.tfte pilogram are paired

Lk.

,so that each observes in)the other's classroom: Although some difficulties
,..,. *

p jlialle arisen in securing released.time for teachers.to garr, out the obser-
. ,

.

yeti° , many' regard the opporeunity to observe another classroom

PP
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0
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valuable, particularly irrdemonstrating that similar distractions arise

in other
Area ade thattlgernative 'coping strategies may

be worth

?"-

tying. The .experience of beiniobserved.can be valuablk too, sinceit pro-

vides the teacher with new Information on events-4.'1'as orber classroom

and access to the perspectiye of a colleague who'haa visied the class--

reem during instruction. Even some teachers who,expressed early concern

.'about being obseived came to value the opportunity for collegial inter-

change and suggested that teachers shduld be given more occasion

bbserve in each others' classes. The inservice specialist reported that
-1

data from the additional okservaotibns in primary grade classrooms tend

tb replicate the distraction patterns (frequency, source) from theorigi-

nal study; data from upper lementary and secondary clapsrooms haye

revealed new.patterns, e ing the findings frdm the earlier work.

'With regard to dissemination beyond the diitricg, efforts have been

1.4mtt I.R&DT team members, including practitioners, have participated

in n tional conferences and presented their work at meetings ofprofes-

siOnal research associations. Inyolvement in these disteminatir activ-

ities has generally been initiat4d by Far West.Laboraiory,and presenta-

tions have dealt mainly with the interactive and'collaborative nature of ,

the fR&DT strategy rAther thin with the details of the local team's

4
research methods ad4findings concerning 4assrgom distractions.

s

6(
Discussibn. The exp ience of the San iego IR&DT team provides

evidence to support the feasibility of exterpally initiated efforts to

provide school practitioners witji training and actual expeptence in con-
-

ducting research .n classr om settings. Juries of resgt-chers, teachers,

a. t -
and, teacher educators asse led by the originators of the IR&DT strategy

judged the San Diego teamid Work to be somewhat more rigorous than t8e

Average educational research project, very useful to teachers, and mAh

more useful for staff development purposes than typical research. 'How-
.

er, the same juries,arrived at a different set of judgments concerning

the products generated b the other IR&DT team.;

* 'The second IR &DT team, located in rural Vermont, investi2ated the ques-

tion: Are there relationships between the mood of the teacher and the

teacher's classroom supportive instructional behavior? If so; what is

the nature of thesL. relationships?
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The second ream efforts were rated as less rigorous than typical'

research, not at all ful for-clips-room instruction; and about as use-

,

ful as typical-R&D for staff d velopment purposes. Judged as an alter=

native approach.to carrying ou research, then, the IR&DT strategy pro-

,

duced mixed results. Given that onlytwo sites were included in the

test of the IR&DT strategy, the rear's for the substantial, differences

in the technical soundness "id practical utility of the two teams'

effOrts (as judged by the juries) are difficult to determine; the Far

West researchers spected that differences in'team leadership, Con-

tinuity of personnel, and teacher participants~ previous experience with

innovations were important factors.

The .Far West researcher also- examined IR&DT as an intervention

intende&ta_produce staff development benefits o the local participants

and the institutions
.

in which they worked. The cluded thatIIR&DT

`"--,

was relatively succetful as an intervention in both settings in terms

of increasing participantS' understanding of the complexities of the-

classroom environment; providing them with new skills 'for carrylog.out

research and interpreting research studies done by-others; reducing iso--

lation and'buildthg colirgial relationships among practitioners as well

as between practitioners and research/teacher education specialists;

enhancing partie4pants' sense of profession'alism; and increasingstheir
4 ft

awareness of, and willingness to consult, tiew resources for information

---- and ideas. The Far West r1searih6is concluded that-the approach repre-

sented an important vehicle fdr professional growth amdhg the participants,
0

with a.significant potential for encouraging practitioners to beCome care=

ful observers of...their-prEttice and to assume responsibility for improving

their practice.

Among-the teachers. on the team, some differences in participation

level and apparent impact were identified during the interviews conducted

for this case study. The two. younger teachers were moreEdavily involved

in the final stages of the
A

effort (analysis, reporting, and training) that), -

were the other two teachers. Various'team members agreed that the younger

teachers found their parrticipation a. stimulating experience that.presented

4

new challenges and opened up new possibilities for their roles as educa-
.

tion professionals. Both enrolled in masters programs durii1g or after

.
4
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their involvement in I1&DT. Otte ha, become a resource teacher at a magnet

schooltn the district, where she is'involved in the planning,And imple-

mentation of an observational study investigating pupils' academic learn-
. -

ing time. She attributed her assignfrent to this post, and her ability to

assune a leadership` role in= the new study, in large measure toiper'exper-

ience4in IR&DT. She also reported' maintaining some contact with the

researcher/evaluator and staff development specialist team members, whom

she regards as sources of ad ice on tec nical matters and inservice

te=chniques. 110!

Of the WO teachers less involved in'the reporting activities, one

ent as a classroom teacher. The other has becomehaeretaid her

a resource teach
It*

,tt,e district's human0-elations program, providing

training to drst C'r t and school staff and- in -class Obgrams for students.
..

,

This teacher describelk,her,TZIEDT experience as related only marginallf,

to her cur ent in t&rms of increasing her skills
, -

?.,,.,

related
4-

to reading- and stglming research reports. She emphasized-the
. .. Vprofessional deVelopiment/(benefits.fOr the two younger. teachers--the,

inaturity they haddemonseted and the new skills, enhanced seli-isteem,

andaeldership abilities --as. the primary:benefit from the program.
.

.
, I - ,. .,... , 4.

Teacher Coflak&radr.Pfoeram
. % .-. . , .

An alternatiNT mans for directly involtiint, small numbers of school-

based practitionerdOin the londuct -of educational research studies has'.

been developed'at :Michigan State University's Instittite for Research on,

pi Teaching. Through the Teacher Collaborator program, ndividual practi-

tiOners have been released frOm their, teaching Signments on a half-
,

time basis lt,Odork with/institute stafflon On in research studies for

'per,iods of a year orlonpr (Bawden, Florio, & Fa ous, 1980). While
.
serving as a tchl. collaborator, with'haffof h or her salary paid
.

the Institute, the practitiondr remains in the classroom half time. .

The teac4pr collaborator program has not be studied as an approach
ir .V f ,

to generatidg valid and useful research to the sameextent-as'the IR&DT*

proach, Institute researchers have described the teacher collabor.- /

eta s 19,valtiable informants,hose knowledge of Classroom events adds an
r .7

4
important perspective to development and irpiementa5ion of data collection

. . - .

procedures acid to data analysis and interpretation of findings. fol. the
-

1, 'e,-
, ) ,
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researcher, the prialrylenefiEs of the approach are increases in the

validity of the specific research, carried-out with assistance from teacher

collaborators and in the.-undirstanding of the classroom seating and the

practice of education that researchers develop through close and continu-

ing contact with practicing teachers.

A teacher collaborator has described his experience in the program

as at opportunity for personal and profesiional growth that -is not ,ftvaS1--

able in staff development programs typically offered to teachers. The

vast majority of inservice,offeangs are focused on improving pupils'

motivation and achievement through training teachers to use new curricula,

teaching methods, or activities. Inservice is viewed as a means for bring-

ing practice more closely in line with standards and objectives determined

by'persons other that the practitioners themselves. Taking time away from

classroom instruction for professional development or other activitieS
41
is

actively discouraged; hence staff development tends to consist of short-

'term, fragmented efforts conducted at. the end of the schOol day. As a

result, inserviee becomes viewed more or less as a necessary evil by .

teachers, administrators, and staff developers alike

vidual practitioners' values, beliefs, and beha4iors

tially as impediments to improvement. Opportunities

. Differences in indi-
.

are-eften treated essen-
/

for professional inter-

actions and interchange with colleagues or pons from other sectors of

the educational community are few. These conditions of isolation and lack

of stimulation are regaided by the teacher collaborator as a major contribut-

ing factor to the growing phenomenon of burnout among classroom teachers.

In contrast to the view of staff development as a corrective and

standardizing activity held within the public schOols, the teacher collab-.

orator describes his exposure through the prdgram to a very different

orientation to professional development held in the research community.

In particular, the research community'

...encourages professional development of a more personal nature
by valuing activities other than these valued by the public
schools. The abil to articulate philosophies of education,
even conflicting p osophies, is looked upon favor-1.y. The
ability to question and discover is of extreme ce to.
'one's functioning in the research community. Kedpin - breast

of current.research in professional journals is a necessary
survival skill encouraged and promoted in research. The ability

41.
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to write and be published is seen as a ilecitirement rather than

a nice frill. The research community values the exchange.of

idets and the ability to.disseminate methods, findings, and

implicatio4 at a national level.

(Bawden, Florio, & Wgnous, 1980, o. 20)

In shoit, professional
development is regarded as a lifelong process of

growth that is goverened by the individual professional and highly

valued. by the community.

The teacher collaborator
describes the'program as a stimulating oppor-

.,

tunity to "live in two worlds" and to shady teaching "from the outside."

What is not yet clear is the extedtito which individual practitioners

participating in activities of this type will. be able to affect some

recohciliation for themselvesb4ween the disparate values held by the

research and public school communities, or how the small number of teachers

who may become involved in such efforts can bring about.any recognizable

impacts on the systems in which they work.

Scottish` Education Data Archive

The generation of knowledge through educational research is also des-

cribed by Cope & Gray,(1979). Their effort was designed to acquaint

teachers and administrators with the Scottish Education Data Archive, a

data base containing information obtained'through a national survey of

students and.persons recently out of school concerning their school

experiendes. Distinguishing their approach 'from efforts in the "teacher

as researcher" movement that focus on training teachers to carry Out orig-

inal research in their classrooms, Cope & Grayargue that information in

extant data bases is of potential value to practitioners. Its relevance

to them can be established by involving them in data analysis and inter-

pretation; they need.not)be involved in collecting hew data. Cope & Gray

outline an additional aim of their approach as providing practitioners

equal access to the information resources currently used by eggcational

policy rs. Practitioners,- they reason,'will be able to enter into

delibera s about the content and conduct of education only when they

(have access to the information resources -used by others.

The approach taken by Cope & Gray involved a series of workshops and
.1

tutorials in various locations across Scotland. These activities had two

fi
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objectives: (1) Convincing practitioners that the.data bank co5ained
.

information poteiltially relevant to addressing their own questions and

concerns; ,and (2) development within practitioners of the skills in

questie47framing and data inquiry needed to make use of the data base.

The problem areas reported by Cope & Gray largely involved oviertning

teachers' skepticism about the relevance of research datp to their own

concerns and, in particular, their suspicion about the validity of self-

report data collected from students (Elliott, 1977, . reported a similar

problem in his adcount of efforts'to implement triangulation). Special

problems emerged when research data came into apparent conflict with

the practitioners' beliefs and value systems or with the conventional

wisdom.

According to Cope & Gray, practitioners came to constitute one of

the most active and growing groups of Users of the data bank.' At the

same time, they als0.point out that the proportion of the national teacher

population who became aware of the data bank was "tiny ", and the propor-

tion who actually used the dath bank to examine questions of interest to

them was even smaller. Like the IR&DT researchers, Cope & Gray describe

their efforts to date to involve school practitioners in knowledge'pro-

duction mainly as a demonstration of the feasibility of their approach.

4
Knowledge Production through

Pr- titioner Refraction and Self-Assessment

Some researchers and others have questioned the appropriateness of

approaches to,the professional development of practicing teachers that

focus exclusively on training them to use-the traditional methods of

educational research. These arguments were reviewed in Chapter 21 above;

for the most part they call into question the assunptibn that practitioners

can or will employ.the methods of scientific research to address the

problems and concerns that they face in the classroom on:a.daily basis.

MacDonald (1974), Elliott (1975), Bue (1980), and others have suggested

that alternative approaches that acknowledge the legitimacy of the

practitioner's perspective and seek Eo enri rather than change, this

perspective by bringing the, practitioner ttand regurar contact

with the views of colleagues and/or otlier groups in the educational

43.
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'community are needed. They reasdn that such .approaches, which do not

ask he practitioner to "live in two worlds" but rather to consider

1alt rnative'interpretations of past events and courses of future actions,

are better suited to the complexities of the classroom environment and the

teackez's need to respond immediately, to situations that cannot be fully .

\ .

anticipated. -

In the remainder of this chapter, two such approaches are described.
4

The first is the, triangulation model developed by John Elliott and his

colleagues as a means of helping teachers to reflect critically on.their

own practice and ultimately to build practical theories of teaching on

the basis of practitioners' implicit theories nd practical deliberations.

The second is the collection of processes for 'ob rvation, documentation,
s .

and reflection on practice in the classroom d oped by Patricia Carini

and her colleagues at the Prospect Archive and Center for Education.and

Research.

ThetTriangulatiOn Model

John Elliopt's triangulation model was developed within the =text

of the Ford Teaching-T-rojct's attempt to involve school practiNto n

research on the problems of implementing inquiry/discovery approaches in

classrooms (Elliott, 1977)- The original research agenda called for an

action research program of collaborative examination of implementation

problems, development and_testing of possible solutions, and,clarification

of the values and aims implicit in inquiry/discovery approaches. It was

assumed that practitioners' involvement in the research would lead to'

professional development among the participants, by enabling them to

reflect critically on their own behaviors and die, theories implicitwithin

these behaviors and-to consider alternatives that might be more compatible

with the.objectives of the instructional approaches they were attempting,

to implement.' The, aim was to generate explicit practical theories which

the teachers could use to examine their own practice. It was also expec-

ted that the collaborative involvement of researchers and teachers would

lead to production of knowledge that would be applicable beyond the

immediate settings in which, the research Was carried out That is, it was

44
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assumed that certain patterns in teachers' behaviors and implicit

theorirepresented frequently encountered obstacles ,to successful

implementation of inquiry/discovery appf&aches and that increased under-

standing of these patterns, would facilitate future implementation efforts.

Elliott and his colleagues encountered a number of difficultieS

in their early contacts with the teachers (gaining access, building

interest in-participation, developing a shared language, etc.). Teachers
C

indicated that they did not have the time to carry out the documentation

and other tasks as planned. urther, many saw little need for the research

activities because They felt they were encountering few, if any, problems

in their classrooms. Elliott's team recognized that some modifications to

the original design,,were in order:

We faced e situation.where two-thirds of the teachers who had

joined the project appeared to have little interest in doing
action research or opporINnities within their schools to cul-

tivate such interests. ge, therefore, had to'draw a firm

distinction between those teachers who are ready to reflect

more deeply about their practice because they at least sense

gaps between it and their aspirations, and those who are not

ready because they have no sense of any such gap existing...it
became clear that ourTnroblemawas how to motivate the majority --

of tachers to adopt a reflective stance, since the action-
research approach presupposes readinesg to reflect. And even

those dozen or so teachers who Were properly motivated found

-pressures time and work load overriding their commitment to

the enterpri
,(Elliott, 1977, p. 5, emphasis-adad)

.
The triangulation approach taken by the researchers in response to

this situation was atteMtoted both as'a tool or device to facilitate

.reflection among the minority of teachers mho appeared "ready" to adopt a

reflective stance toward their practice and as a motivating device for

the larger group of teadffers who did not appear randy to engage in self-

monitoring activities. Triangiaation techniques were initially used.

only. in the classrooms teachers believed reads for self-monit.c.aing,

'in the hope that data would be shared with other/teachers and that exposure

to the benefits of the approach would motivate some of these others to

engage in reflection and self-examination themselves.' Elliott describes

ae triangulatrtechnique as follows:
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Triangulationinvolves gathering.adcoixts of a teaching situation
from three quite different points of view: those of the teacher,
the students, and a participant observer...Each point of the

ciriangle stands; fn a unique epistemological position with respect
to access to relevant data about a teaching situation, The per-,

son in the best position to gain access via introspection- to the
intentions and aims ip the situation is the-teacher. the students
are in the best position to explain how the teacher's actions
influence the way they respond in the situation. The participant
observer is in the best position to collect' data about the obser-
vable fest4ors of the interaction between teacher and students.
By compering an accoultewith the accounts from the two other
standpoints, a person at one point of the triangle has an oppor-
tunity to test and perhaps revise it on the basis of more suffi-
cient data.'

p. 10)

Implementation of thetechnique involved observation and tape-

recording of classroom instruction by a member of the research team,

followed by tape-recorded interviews of'the classroom teacher and the

students. The researchers encountered some early apprehension among

teachers and students alike. To reduce teachers' anxiety about collection

of students' perceptions and jUettcients, the teacher was irterviewed first,

and students were interviewed only with the teacher's permission. To

reduce student concerns and increase_ candor, researchers conducted the

student interviews, and stud9nts were allOwed control over teacher access

to the accounts they provided. Although the research team bore the

major responsibility for collecting accounts during the early implemen-

tation of triangulation, Elliott has reported that the teachers themselves

came to exercise considerable initiative in the process:..

As the project progressed we found that many, of our teachers
began to initiate triangulation procedures for themselves.
They called us. in, told us what to look for; and took the
initiative eliciting both our 'accounts and those of stu-
dents, althoughon occasions they still asked us to interview
students to check on their own progress in getting honest
feedback. (Ibid., pp. 10-111-.

Elliott reports considerable success in using this triangulation

approach as a means of motivating and enabling teachers to engage in
systamatic, disciplined self-study. Out of 40 teachers who originally
agreed to participate and 30 who r4mained involved through' the course of
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the project, 24 became actively involved in studying their own prectice.

Of these only a minority made consistent ue6-- of all the techniques that

make up triangulation. The others kept. field notes and/or tape-recorded

lessons. Elliott also reports a substantial increase in teachers'

efforts to obtain honest feedback froM their students. He report's that

teachers developed interest in the generalf7-able aspect of their experi-

epee as they became more willing an'd better dble to engage in reflection

and self-stuft. ,Some of the teachers tested hypotheses developed through

the triangulation process in their own classrooms as a support to the

.action research program.

Reflective Processes Developed at the Prospect School, Archive, and Center

for Education and Research

The Prospect School, Archive, and Center is the source of a collection

of processes designed to support ongoing examination of educational theory

and practice. The collection encompasses three major types of activity

in which practitioners are seen to play an essential role: (1) Observation,

(2) documentation, and (3) reflective conversations. These activities

function both as a support to practice and as a resource for more formalized

studies of children's learning. They have .been developed as vehicles which
40'.

practitioners, with training and guided practice, can use for self-inquiry

otand sharing of experiences and insights among themselves r in collaboration

with personnel from Other segments of the educational community (e.g.,

researchers, teacher educators).. One particularly noteworthy feature of

this case is the conception of classroom practice, teacher education (pre-

* service and inservice), and research and inquiry as highly interrelated.

Activities currently underway at the Prospect School and the Archive and

Center include programs for children , professional-development for e0g

cators,-and research--a nd_have-e-ithalr core-a view of learning as a

lifelong-process of inquiry and exploration and of the practitioner as an

'41

.

aetive and informed partner in this process.

Context and General Orientation. The Prospect School was fLnded,in

1965. It currently functions as' a private, riongraded school serving

approximately 100 children between the ages of 41/2.and 14. Informational
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materials developed at Prospect describe the instructional setting as an

open classroom environment and place the philosophy tinderlyilng the school's

general approach within the humanistic tradition:. The school is committed

not to a particular instructional method or curriculm,*but rather to "the

essential reciprodity between thought and action [ased on3 the observa-

tion that practice uninformed by thought, stultifies, while theory unin-

formed by practice is sterile"
/
(Carini, 1978a, p..1). Learning is con-

ceived of as a lifelong process of inquiry` and exploration, ancrthp school

is viewed as "a cenie;-for learning--not jektst for teaching...The teacher

and the school are active and informed partners in the learning process"

(Prospect School, 1979, p. 3).

The Prospect School and the ProsAct,Archive and Center are housed

in separate facilities and maintain relatively separate staffs (totalling

19 professionals), although personnel from the School and Center interact

on a frequent and regular basis. Materials describing the School and

Center's programs, and interviews with School and Center staff conducted

for this case study, indicate that the missions of the two institutions

overlap too considerable degree and include attention to areasof educa-

tion often as quite separate specializations. The breadth of

the - Shared mission,is indicated in a statement describing Prospect's com-

mitment:

...to the humane education of children as tndivlduals, to the
continuing professional education of teachers and other human
service professionals within.a phi4osophical perspective, to
ongoing inquiry into the phenomena of human growth and learn-
ing, and to the continual improvement of documentary processes
for Eield4ased research and evaluation.

(Prospect School, 1979, p. 2, ec;asis added)

The Prospect Archive. An important link b wee he School and the .

Center is the Prospect Archive--a unique collecti5 of data on children,

including children's writing and at work, teachers' records, and docu,-

mentation of classroom observations, amassed over the 15 years since the

Schoolrs ounding. Work samples and documentary records have been Main-

ained for childrmennolled at Prospect for periods of up to nine years;

as a body of descriptive and docUmentary material on individual children,

'the Archive is probably unparalleled in its size (estimated'at 250,000
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work samples from over 300 children) and its organization (children's

workand'individual records are organized- longitudinally by child; group

or class records are maintained separately).

Observation. Observation of children in the claisroom forms tiftri---

basiS for the record- keeping and reflective conversation processes

,developed at'Prospect. Patricia csrfhi, Director of the Prospect Archive

and Center, has described the orientation toward 'observation in a mono-

,.graph entitled The Art of Seeing and the Visibility of the Perspn (Carini,

1979). She distinguishes her orientation toward observation from the

pbsitions commonly found in the literature on educational research.

The scientific observerdetached, objective, at. work in
r
a

,

iabor4tory equipped with standardized and complex recording
instruments--is ac141che °rout time s. It is, in fact, so
common a view that the term observer is virtually synonymous
in common parlande with distgInce, detachment, impartiality,
and neutrality./(Carini, 1979, p. 13)

The result of viewing the observer in this light, Zarini argues, is that

the act of observation isminimized in favor of the operation of recording:

The observer assumes the .relatively passive posture of record-
ing according to.a standardized procedure. Ideally, he records
measurements provided by a,refinedinstrumentation4 Less

ideally, and in the less rigbrously scientific, fields such as
psychologyhe yetordi behaviors or traits which can later be
coded numerically and made available to statistical treatment
according to the same procedures applied to data gathered it
the phys cal world. However_loose ofridrous, the focus on
obse within this framework is actually focus'on record-

ing, devising standardized recording formats to ensure
the detachment, and objectivity of the observer. Observing is .

reduced to techniques, more or less specialized, 'for recording
the data which -the recording _format or device can encompass.
Thpsthe recording format determines what the 4bserver sees

- and which aspects of the object will be available to investi-
gation.

(Ibid.,4p. 14-15)

Carini explicitly challenges the notion' of the "objective" oberver

low and oftraining for observers that focuses on skills of recording and

classification on the basis of predetermined category schemes. The

problem with a checklisting apptoach to observation, she argues, is

that it results in reductiOn of the person or phenomenon into a collection'
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of minutiae that cannot be reassembled. The result is fragmentation; the

integrity of the person or phenomenon observed is irretrievably lost.
,

In place of the objective observer, Carini advances the concept of

the reflective observer. Reflective observation requires openne$s,

immersion in the of observation, and repeated encounters between

the observer ari the ob erved

...the posture of the reflective observeris better described
as simultaneously'receptive and evocative. He opens himself
to the object to receive it, not passively or according to a
predetermined schematization, but through "repeated and varied
approaches to tlw. object in its manifold relations to himself
and also tentatIvely tries out, as it were, a great variety'of
relations between the objects thus approached and othe objects,
ideas, experiences..." (Schachtel, 1959, p. 241). In that mani-

. fold of encounters, he calls the object forth not in order to
manipulate it, intervene in Sit, or ange'it, but in order to
see it in all of its dimensions, t make visible its compositiodP
and, thereby, to.approach the integrity of the object.

(Ibid., pp. 18-19)

It is assumed that reflective observation is most effectively carried out`.

by persons who are most often engaged with the object to be observed.

Teachers and parents are in the best position to act as observers of

childrefi, because they have the most contact with them. teeing achild

n a regular basis for long periods of time In a variety of situations,

the teacher or pargnt is the observer most likely to detect important

continuities and transformations in the lildividtial child's interactions

with the world around 'him or her..

In essence, Carini has suggested that adopting a posture of'disci-

plined subjectivity will lead to more sensitive and informative obserl.ra-
.

tions than will striving after objectivity. Although she has discussed

observation as an art raeher than 'a technology, in her seminars she dis-

cusses the value of Varponing watching and listening skills in order to

become more observant. Citing Pasteur's comment that "In the field of
$

observation, chance favors the prepared mind," she recommends practice

in observation and descriptive recording. In seminars on observation,.
.

she an other Prospect staff often ask each member of the group- to observe
-
a phenomenbn orpbject (a- similar objects) and record their impressions.

Iridividual observers then share their writings with the group as a whoje
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or record. These documentation activities originated.as a support to the

. individual teacher's-classroom practice.; asthe,reflectiAte processes
I

- (discussed below) evolved, they also cameto be viewed
0

as a support to

.... a collective and collaborative 'form of ProfessionalAvelopment.
. . . r - - /

..:there are several levels at which the observing and recordr'
.ing involved in'documenting support teaching practice,'and
hence'are relpgnized as valuable by the teacher. Most immed7'
lately and directly, the thought giber to each child when the
teacher reviews the week's work in order to write a descriptive
record is a-significant suppOrt practice in and of itself.

. However, prbcesses that, bring to er teifhers, ancillary
.staff and principal to share perspectives' on a child and his
work, employ the continuity and multiplicity of obServptions .

and records to provide/wdeeper perception not only of the
particular child but of all children.

sidP

4.

.
(Carini, 1978a, p..2) -

Jon addition, the documentation constA i.utes a rich source of;
i4 .. 0 ,

tion that c be.used for studies,of individual children and,of

treatment of tqus media, thgpes, and motifs in their work. Th

to integrating d ta iit described in tarini (19780. 'Briefly, ,the..

.records are arran d in chronological order and re4idUed ii1i their entirety.
.

orma-

rents

pproach'.

relevant

Themes and topics f-iir detailed examination emerge from the record itself.

Carini contrasts this apprdacfi, calledecharting",to the classification

schemes used in traditional research., In charting, the topics or head-
.

ings are not mutually exclusive; the objective is to ascribe to each

eading every piece of.data that is relevant.

The inclusivehpss o tie charting process identifies its d
ferences from the categorizing of data typical of data ana ys
Categorizing separates the data into mutually exclusive cate-
gories, in which; by definition, a given datum can onlybe sub -
sumed to.one category. Further, the categbry subsumes the par-
Iticular datum, and it exists Ace categori.zed oily as a special .

eme of the general category. Thus, where chatting particular-
tTsrligand makes visible the phenomenon itselr, Categorization
genatlizes and abstracts it'as a special case of a broader
category of events.01

'(Carini, 1978a, p. 10)
gt

Reflection. The third major componentIq the processes developed by,

Carini and hdlr.tolleaguPs'is the reflettivc*onversation.

0
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Reflection is- thinking,w ich gathers, keeps, and perserves

thought by finding they p ttern of relationship among seem- .

ingly disparate'events: It is, therefore, a special branch

membering which consciously chooses,a focus to concen-

tra n--a subject which may bean idea, an image, a motif;

a yilib 1, an expetiencet a person, an event, or atything.

7 (Carini, 1979; p. 30)

A variety of formats for reflective conversations have been developed,*

but most of them share several features.. First is the notion of focus.

The reflective conversation has at its center a foctising issue or ques-

'tion, which is identified' at the putset. The focus or topic,f0r reflec-

tion may be a teacher's uncertainty s to how to approach a problem

tq an individual child, A ch id's drawing or painting, or a con-
,

troversial issue factoitb the entire faculty. Second is the notion of
,

-.multiple perspectives. .0 with Elliott's (1977) triangulati10on model, it

is assumed that.diwersity of perspettiyes is beneficial in terms of, .0

4

expanding the range; f exrtrience, insights, and alternative courses of

action that can be brought to bear can 'an issue or problem. Unlike the .

trianguleon'approach, the reflective processes developed at Prospect

do not explicitly require inclusion'of persons other than teachers

(although nonteachers can be included). At Prospect the staff meets on

a weekly batis for. Staff Review of a Chin or one of the other formats.

Carini and her colleagues suggest that groups of about 8 to 12 are 11'

fi

tr-

f

3/4.t

pptimal for mostof the reflective processes: When groups exceed About,
_

,

20, the procese may .become unwieldy; in such cases, hegroup can be ,
- ._....;

I two groups.
.

the
-t--*"

-Third is thl notion of structure. In addition to a focusing ques-

lion, the reflective processes shai-e,perfain structuraltdatures. ,Indi-

vidual participants play specific roles (presenting teier,

recorder,'other particift.nt) assigned In adVance, and es nsible for

carrying out particular functions. Diicussion proceeds according too a

* The collection of processes is presented in Prospect Archive and denter,

"Descripti -ve 6ocumentary Processes and Formats," April 1980. Examples

include Staff Review of a Chi !'d, Staff Review of an Issue, Teacher's

Review of Practice, Teache's Review of a Classroom, and Principal's'

Review of a School.
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general outline or format* and adheres to agreed-upon rufis and standards.

An important rule is respect fbr the privacy of the child and his/her

fam ily. Use of clinical or categorical labels to describe a child is

discouraged; description focuses instead on explidit physical, emotional,

and behavioral considAtions. Likewise, family information is included ,

only if :it has been provided to the 'school by the family,iirectly.

Fourth is the notion of Implications and recommendations. Reflec-.

tive conversations begin with a focusing question; an important aimHis

to deVelop, within thegroupy recommendations for action in response to

this question. The intent is"not to,mndate specific action, or even.

necessarily to reach complete agreement within the group, but rather to

inform, clarify, and offer recommendations to the presenting teacher.

The teacher is not obligated to follow the recommendations; however, he/

she is expe ed to report back to the group at later date on actions

taken and eir apparent results,

th, and finally, is the notion of "staff development for all par-

ticipants as an additional aim of these processes. In Staff .RevieW of

a Child, for example, the focus is an indiv1 6Lal child, and the recom-,

mendatidns are offered to, the child's teacher., HOwever, it is assumed

that the benefits of the discussion extend beyond the individual child

and teachei, contributing to the professional developTant of all par-

ticipants "by bringing aprofessional staff to'gether on a regular basis

to address their common interest and commitment: children'. From this

ongoing study of individual children, knowledge of human development in

general and..of'the uniqueness of each child's perspective is extended and

deepened" (Prospect Archive and Center,, 1980, p. 3).

* As an example, Staff Reviewof the Child has five basic steps: , .(1)

'Presentilas:.the Child (the chair identifies the focusing question and
the presenting teacher describesthe child's physical presence, als-'
position, relationships with others, preferred activities, involvement
in learning, etc.); (2) Historical Perspective (the chair summarizes
information available from earlier records); (3) Extension of Presenta-
tion And Discussion (other group'members.comment on the' child and ask

---for additional information); (4) Recommendations from members of the
. , group a _.,1-esponse from the teacher; and'(5) Critiklue,.of the process.

The chaif fovides'a summary at the end of each step; the notetaker
raintains a written record
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Profeisional.Development Programs. TITMddition eb the progfams

offered fdr children AC the Prospect School, a varlet v of adult educe-
.

tionprogrnms have been develop &d to Make the techniquesoriginated at

Prospect available on a wider scale. These pTograms include offerings

, for preservice and inservice teacteYb alike. The 10-month certifice-

tiOn.-prograny, The Prospect School Teacher Edgcation Progran (described

in Prospect,School, 1979) was approved by the Vermont Department o-f-.

EducatiOn in 1974 as a field-based programs for
,
certificatlion in elemen-

tary education. The orientation underlying this preservice piogram is
.

I .07
described in the brochure on the program as follows:

The preparatpn descried here is intended to promote teacher ' '''

autonomy conceived as long-term growth in thought, the gradual .

perfecting of skills in classroom practice, and increasing
imagination kl evolving curriculum. Through practice in public
school' settings and exposure Ito the varying curricul r, skill,
an organizatibnal demands of those settings, teach r nterns .0.

4i.

re prepared to begin from the prescribed structures f public

ools and gradually 'to work toward a more personally oriented
1 setting. The idea,of teaching promulgated here is that teach-

ing is fundamentally and essentially a human relationship,
'and therefore an art rather-than a. technology, and equally
that the function of the school is to render the scholar fully
*conscious of the nature--afid inner life of things and of him- .....--

.

self.
(Prospect.School, 1979, p. 7)

A 10- month Program for Experienced Professionals is alSo available,

This program (described in Prospect School, 19,9)'offers ftacticing,

teachers and other education professionals the opportunity to observe

in Prospect Schoor's classrooms,.to par.ticipate in the School's staff

*development program (weekly sessions devoted to the reflective conversa-

tions discussed below), to makeuse of the Archive, znd to receive train-

ing and experience (through ominars and independent research) in methods

of sgarch and disciplined inquiry (classroom observationrecord-keeping,

data analysis and integration, and development of documentary egillts of

children, ctirriculuth, and programs).

In addition to,the preservice and inservice programs, the

Prospect Center tras conducted yearly Summer Institutes since 1970. These

two- and three-week reside al programs serve up to 90 .teachers and

other educational professionals, co,..bining,study and practice in the

a



Cent processes for observation, documentation, and reflection with

thematic seminars. Finally, practitioners from a number of

have been introduced to the processes developed at Prospect

sional development and improvement of practice through two-

school systems

for profes-

and three-day

workshops conducttd in various Incations%(mainly in the Northeast

Several of these awareness-level workshops were hosted by teacher

centers (e.g., Workshop Center for Open Education, Vey York City;

Teachers Learning Cooperative, Philadelphia; Teacher Shelter, Oak

).

land).
%

A nucleus of teachers was available at each of these centers that already

had Ixperience using some of the record-keeping and reflective processes.

Finally, Prospekt staff have contracted with several school systems and

teacher centers to provide professional devel4ment workshops and pro-:.

grams (e.g., for teachers in the Educatil.pnal Development Center's Follow

Through .program in Paterson and Philadelphia).

Research Activities. The third major emphasis of activities at .

.

Prospect is research and inquiry. Research undertaken at the Center has

been focused on the person, and the person's experience over time, as the

unit of study. Studies carried out at the Center have used the children's

work and teacher records from th2 Archive as a major resource and have

examined such topids as the child as reader (arini,17978b)Land children's

treatment of various media and motifs in their-work. The Archive is

available to outside individuals (education professionals and advanced-

degree students) throtigh the Research Collaborative Program. Involve-

ment of Prospect Center staff in research projects initiated by external

institutions'(local and state education agercies, research organizations,

etc.) -is arranged through cOnsulting contracts. Two major research efforts

in which' Prospect tier staff have participated are the fiv-year'study

of the New York State Buieau
2

4ndergarten program and the

being conducted by-the Early

Service (Chittendon & Bussis,

staff have provided trainidg and assistance- to ;petitioners in the use of

techniques for record keeping, in-depth study of individual children, and

A
integration of data. These tedniques have been adapted from the processes

orieinally dc:.ign,.d to sugpert practice.

of Child Development's

Collaborative Research

Education Croup at the

1979; Bussilk 1980).

state -wide pre-.

Projedt on Reading

Educational Testing.

In both-e.ases Prospect

5.6
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CHAPTER 4

PRACTITIONER INVOLVEtWIT IN THE

SHARING AND UTILIZATION OF KNOWLEDGE

,
Ili Chapter 3, we reviewed several efforts to involve school- based

'V practitioners more, directly in' the developmeft of 'knowledge through

research and disciplined inquiry. In this Chapter; w-e'shift the focus -rb

to practitioners' involvementin the,sharing and utilization of knowledge.

Knowledge utiliation and improvement-oriented change in education have

been the subject of a growing body of research during the past decade.

Rather than attempt a,comprehensive review of thisippkrature, we will

,focus on two lines of research directly related to,facilitation of the,.

knowledge utilization process and improved underStanding of practitioners'

roles in the process:

The first is research on the delivery or communication of research

results and.products to practitioners as a means of addressing locally

identified, questions and concerns. The Pilot State DisseMination Program

evaluated by Sieber, Louis, & Mettger (1972)'is described as an example

of this,line of research; some additional findings from more recent studies

of efforts to bring research results to practitioners are also discussed.

Ttle second line of research rpaves beyond.the delivery of information to
_

examine the process of knowledge utilization and improvement- oriented

change among practitioners, The Rand study of federal progrPmc supporting

educational change is a major example research that points to the prac-

titioner as a key figure in the process of Zharige. *The Emrick et al. (1977)

study of the National Diffusion Network examined practitioners' involve-
,

meat in the sharing of khowledge and.. improyements developed in practice

settings.

'
Delivery of Research Results and Products .

One of the earliest,major efforts to bring practitioners into direct

contact with research results and.products, with the goal of improving

pra tire, was the Pilot State Dissemination Program (PSDP), begun in 1970.



Underlying the PSDP was tig assumption that information andyroducts
. -

developed through research` to potentially relevant to the improvement

of practice but that school-based practitioners lack ready access to

such information. Solving the access. problem, it Gas reasoned, would give

practitioners information which they could then use to update their methods

and materials of instruction. To:solve the access problem, the PSDP estab-

lished computerized infomatipn systems centralized at the state level and

assiaped field agent intermediaries to work directly with a small number of

'elschool systems in the three'participating states. The field agents' basic

functions were td help practitioners clarify their information needs and

priorities, request relevant materials from the centralized information

system,and deliver the information to thejequestor. The evolution and

functioning of the program over a period of two years were studied by

Sieber, Louis, & Metzger (1972).

Sieber, Louis, & Metzger concluded that field agent intermediaries

are essential to efforts aimedat making research results and products

readily available to practitiOners. When requests received at the informati9n
4

centers over a five-month period were analyzed, Sieber et al. found that

significantly more requests were,received from districts served by inter-

tediaries,than from other comparable 'districts. In particular, the number

of requests for information from classroom teachers was substantially higher

in the districts with field agents. The key to the agents' success, the

evaluators concluded, was their status as "generalistCal without authority

whbse presence ii'legitimized_by the provision of information" (p. 11).

On'the basis'of case studies of individual agents in the field, Sieber

et al. developed a number of conclusions regarding the problems faced by

outside intermediaries attempting to work with school personnel, and tactics

uSedb*he field. Agents to overcome these problems. One of the first lessons

learned,by the field agents was that iainint access to classroom-based

practitioners wds-far from automatic; initial,contacts-with both district*

`and school adMinistrattors were needed. In a review of the PSDP study and

several othei investigations of'large-scale improvement-oriented change
4'

efforts, Emrick & Peterson (1978a) point to the need.for interventionists

to secure "informed concurrence" of senior administrators at both the

district and the buildinr. level ,,rior to contacting practitioners directly..
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A second lesson cited by -the PSDPevalUators involves the need to

win the, interest and confidence of the practitioners themselves.' The

teachers, the agent's discovered, were not eagerly awaiting the later

research results or ready, willing', and able to communicate to strangers

their needs and problets.: The field agents found that it took time to

build personal relationships and gain the trust of their practitioner
Mt

clients.

Cope,E1 Gray have described the "lacy if suspicion" (1979, p. 241)
0

surrounding fesearch. Practitioners (often correctly) view research as

somethings universities "do" to schools,,with benefits accruing only to

the researcher. Persons from outside the school'system are 'viewed

skeptically, partic u arly by school personnel who have a history of inter-

actions with outside s wfio failed to deliver 5:n1-promises-of dramatic

improvement based on the latest research. Legitimacy and credibility

are key issues. Sieber, Louis, & Metzger uggested,that information

Served to establish the intermediary's leg timady. The intermediary who

brings with him/her access to information n a wide variety of potentially

. .relevant topics'and who lacks the power to mandate change will probably

be tolerated. But credibility appeared to be associated mainly with charac-

teristics of the intermediary himself/herself. Intermediaries in a variety
4 ,

of improvement-oriented change projects have found that it takes time

flexib ility, effort;' and interpersonal skills to-,establish the credibility

needed to work effectively with their clients.
. 'r

One important factor was the degree of similarity in language, experi-

ence, and perspective between thd agent, and his or her client. Sieber,

Louis, & Metzger concluded tha t the agents' teaching backgrounds were impor-

tant to their success; teaching experience was alsoYcited as- an important

qualification for iAtermediaries planning to work with teachers. by Nolan

& Roper (1977) apd Emrick & Peterson (1978a). Another facto'r was _continued

visibility and availability of the agents on the school site--in the

*classroom, the faculty room, etc.; this factor vas also identified as

'important by'Nolan & Roper (1977).

The PSDP evpluators concreed that intermediaries need a reper toire

of roles (e.g., conveyor of information, change agent) and the ability to

sUft r?pi2ly from c.r.rOle tc, another as the situation demarWs.. Successful



intermediaries Performed "boundary- spanning" functions--integrating infor-

mation from various sources grid adjusting features of their own strategiei"

to become more responsive to their client populations. subsequent

studies of intermediaries working in scliptl..'systems, Hbore.et al. (1974),

Bawden, Florio, & Wanous (1980), and others have concluded that inter-

medigries must be willing to take on "marginal" roles, relatively isolated

from the organizations they'represeUt (e.g., the university, SEA) but not

part of the institutions they serve (e.g., the school system).

The major impact addiessed at the practftiOner level in the PSDP,

study was the stimulation of information- seeking behavior. Whether and 1-
is

how the information ultimately influenced classroom practice received

little direct attention. In a subsequent reana/yiis of self-report

questionnaire data from information requestors, Louis & Sieber (1979)

classified respondents according to four levels of use of the information

received: implementer (some reported use), 22%; planner (reported intent

to use), 19%; absorber (reported reading the material), 37%; and non-user

(reported not reading or reading and rejecting the material), 22%. These

findings suggest that stimulating awareness and interest amOnepracti-

tiontrs 'does not necessarily lead to changes in practice, although it

may be an appropriate eirly stage in i=provement-oriented change efforts

(Emrick & Peterson, 1978a).

Some additional issues relevant to programs aimed at bringing
, .N.

research sresult\and products to practitioners as a means for improving

practice are addressed in reports on more recent efforts that make use

of intermediaries used in universities and other institutions outsLde
.

)
school systems. Karen Louis and her colleagues at Abt Associates have

studied the Research and Development Utilization program, one of several

efforts supported by the National Institute of Education's Regional

Program that have been intended to facilitate practitioners' use of

research products for addressing their own questions and concerns. In'°

a paper presenting some early resulti of the ROD study, which is still

underway, Louis (1980) identifies quality control as a key issue. Accordihg

to Louis, the intervention piojects she studied encountered difficulties

in clveloping and applying quality control standards to research products,

a.
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largely because of the gaps in existing knowledge basek and pools of

information available. At the same time, she concluded that development

of'some systematic procedures and standards for screening research pip-

ducts prior to delivering them to practitioners was a key feature shared

by successful programs supporting local improvement through utilization

of knowledge developed in other settings. "Despite the dilemmas a2so-

elated with applying quality control procedures to,the development of a

knowledge base, these quality control procedureS may be one of the single

most important facturs determining project outcomes" (Louis, 1980, p. 9).

Nolan & Roper (1977) describe a two-year Teacher Corps project based

in an urban junior high school, in which university-based personnel

worked directly with practitioners to identify concerns and interests,

locate relevant research products and other 'external sources of informs-
,

tion and apply the =information to practice. On the basis.cf their

efforts, which were focused on helping school staff adjust to the demands

And possibilities of working in a new open-space setting, Nolan & Roper

suggest a number of guidelines for intermediaries. Like the PSDP evdl-t

uators, they emphasize the need to establish credibility with the prae-

titioners through learning as witch as possible about the school, main-

taining a continued presence -cm site, and demonstrating early on that

the intermediary can help the teachers solve some immediate problem.

In addition, they point to the importance of combining research products

with other sources'of information. They identify practice-based sources

as particularly impoitant, recommending visits to other schools for

demonstrations a0,discu ons with experienced practitioners. They'

also recommend continued ttention to logistical'and operational con-
,

serms--demonstrating respect for teachers' time, updating needs assess-
.

ments periodically, screening outside nsultants before bringing them

in to work with practitioners, an tryiAg to accomplish some objectives

quickly in order to build momentum. Finally, Nolan & Roper tecommend

that ptermediaries set up procedures fox involving their practitioner

clients in making d ci s about services wanted and activities to

pursue-and that they encourage the practitioners to asJume leadership

roles in efforts directed at rovement.
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Research on Knowledge Utilization and Improvement -Oriented Change

One response to the uneven productivity of reform and improvement

s ,
efforts in education has been to seek new approaches to change that are

better grounded in the ality of the practitioner's world. Sieber

(1972, 1974) and Doyle & Ponder (1977) hatre-reasoned that most efforts

tojmprove practice through utilization of information and innovations

1.---....,

developed outside scho6,1 settings fail because they are based on inac-

-ourate assumptions and images of.the practitioner. According to Sieber,

research on educational innovation "fails to penetrate thi"mental world

of the practitioner in ceder to reflect definition of needs, problem.;

solving patterns, knowledge translation strut ies, criteria for epprai-

sal of options, perceptions of experts and'otfter outsiders" (1974, p. 66).

Among the more common apProadies to change are those that rely on rational

models and those that employ power- coercive strategies. Doyle & Ponder

have observed that rational models are generally based On assumptions

about how the chan$1'

ically, fhe educator

about the results, of

process ought to work in a rational world: Specif-

baSeS decisions on the best available information

alternative courses of actiQn. Strategies based on

rational models emphasize information as the, major catalyst for change.

However", the yield of such strategies is generally low. Practitioners

are peopre, and they base their decisions on a host of considerations, not

all of which are rational; even after a decision to use

or program is made, various organizational constraints,

and other factors can interfere with impiementaabn.

Power-coercive strategies are based on less optimis

the practitioner as a "poWerless functiolry" (Sieber, 1

some new practice

group pressures,

tic images of

972, p. 373) or

a "stork -age obstructionist" (Doyle & Ponder, 1977, p: 4). Such efforts
4 '

assume that change can be mandated: or that the teacher can be bypassed'

in programs dilipted at improv4ent. Results of efforts in this vein

have been mixed. Although mandated change has sometimes led to reform,

it has also led to many instances of what Sieber terms "ritualistic

pliance" (1972), p. 378) andkwhat others have called the "project men-
N.

taltty."

Although Sieber argues that approaches based on rational models or

employing power-coercive tactics are often unsuccessful, he does suggest
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that certain elements' of these approaches may be useful. Strategies

based on combinations of elementd from these and other common orienta-

tions offer promise for efforts intended to promote directed change.

Specifically, he suggests that change strategies grounded in a more

accurate image,of the practitioner would include:

- rational (i.e.,validated)%information;

- two-way interpersonal communication and expertise in
group4rocess;

- consensus*on new nOrMi,and sanctions associated with
a proposed-change; and

- identification of a persbnresponsible for the inno-
vation who has legitimate authority.and_the power to
carry it through.

. (Sieber, 1972, p. 380)

Doyle & Ponder argue that the great majority of change strategies

described in the literature lack any firm foundation in an understanding

of practitioners' perspectives; there is little connection between pre-

scriptions as to how knowledge utilization should occur in a given

effort and descriptions of how the process actually oper/ates., They

suggest that a more effective approach to developing knowledge utilize-
.

Lion and change strategies is to examine how teachers actually respond

to proposed changes in their classroom practiced, structures, and habits..

In particular, they cite e need for consideration o_f the ecology of

the classroom and its interaction with teacher behaviors. What demands

does the classroom environment make on the teacher,-and how do these

demands influence teachers' thinking and responses to information pro-

ducts and Innovations developed in other settings?

Doyle (1977) describes the classroom as a complex environment,

Characterized by:

- Multidimensionalityvariety in tasks, processe
purposes, not pll of which are necessarily relatell or
even co-patIDle.

- Simultaneitynumerous events occurring at the same time
azd requiring attention from the teacher.

- Unpredictabilitythe eve-present possibility of disruptions
to the task at hand, generated ineilnally, as when students
failto respond or respond in ways not anticipated, or extern-
ally, as when visitors enter the room' or equipment breaks down.
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Based on the4.r studids o f t odaters, Doyle & Ponder have developed a view.

of practitioners as "pragmatic skeptics" who-*wigh considerations of

practicality in their judgments of innovations and proposals. The

dimensions of practicality identified by Ddyle & Po der inclndei-\._

- Instrumentality -- inclusion of concrete procedural and

operational detail rather than just abstract principles
and objectives.

- Congruencecompatibil?ty
beliefs, and perceptions
situation.

Cost--the apparent ratio

with the te,acher's values,
of his/her own classroom #.

between benefits and effort:

. The Concerns-$ased Adoption Model developed/ by Gene Hall and others

at the University of Texas at Austin also reflects an. attempft to develop

an improved understanding.of practitioners' responses to0.nnovations and

to use this understanding to facilitate knowledge utilization efforts.

The model, addresses practitioner perspectives within the context ot. a
A

)7 -given innovation and includes two componentsthe Stages of Concern,

which focuses.on feelings and affective states, and the Levels of Use,

which fcuses on performance. It is assumed that an individual practi-

tioner will exhibit different patterns of concerns and behaviors over

time, depending on the extent of his /her involvement and experience with

an innovation. Further, within a group of teachers targeted for parti-

)0cipation in a change effort, concerns and behaviors are assumed to vary

across individuals at any particular point in time: The CRAM approach

has cdentified six dimensions or areas'of concern that arise among practi-
#

4
tioners (see Hall, George, & Rutherford, 1977):

- Informationalgeneral interest in learning about the
substantive features of the innovation.

- Personal--concern with implications for oneself; for
example, modifications or changes in the individkal's
role and status within the overall'school organization
induced by use of the innovation.

- Management -- concern with the task requireMents *mposed
by the innovation; eP.g., modificationg or changes required:
in' day-to-day classroom routines

- Consequenceinterest in impacts on sttdents within the
individual's immediate sphere 4f influence.

Collaborationconce ith implications related to
social-interactive my ds, associated vit'l increased
isoh.tion or ucsirv-to coll..::)orate with others.
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- Refocusing--inierest iji exploring alternative forms of '

the innovation; making major chant's, qx replacing it

with some other program in order to produce greater of

e.. -more widespread benefits to students.
,

.
. . IV

. The Levels tfUse dimension (see Loucks, -Newlove, & Hall, 1975) posits a '.-
-

continuum of use states. This continuum ranges from non-use through

rudimentary, disjointed early use into consistent, routine use and ulti-

mately to more advanced levels it which the user attempts to increase

the effeEtiveness of the innovationloymmking refinements and modifica-
.

Lions. Not all targeted users of an intovation will reach the advanced

,levels, but they will generally,pass through stages in the same sequence.

The concerns and use dimensions developed by Hall et al. and the

practicality ethic described by Doyle & Ponder represent attempts tb

ground ou'r understanding of the tcnowledge utilization process, and our

attempts to facilitate the process, in a view of how practiiohers

actually respond to changeir4tiatives and innovations.` The dimensions

they have identified are not.innovation specific; they can be applied to

a4ariety of knowledge utilization programs.

Sieber (1972), Doyle & Ponder (1977),-and HalloVtel. (1977) agrue

that we need to riconsider the rational model and knowledge utilization

strategies based on images of practitioners.that'are idealistic overly.

simplistic. However, their work does not expiicitly challenge the divi-

sion of labor that commonly characterizes the process of knowledge

production and utilization in education. Doyle & Ponder anc4Hall,acknowl-,-

edge the inevitability and legitimacy of local adaptation to innovations

that have been.developed.inother settings They de. not neceSparily imply.

that program development must take place within school settings,or that

practitioners themselves 'should assume theimajor_responsibilitY for the

process-of developing and disseminating educational innovations.
*

Implications df their work are directed prim.--Irily to program developers

and change facilitators, who may be university personnel, state education

.agency representatives, district resource personnel, or practicing teachers.

* This work certainly does not preclude the possibility of prattitioner-
veloPed innovations either;

(x)
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Their appro aches allow for considerable progpam development to occur/

prior to implementation, with oewithout involvement .of practitioners.

A somewhat different orientation to promoting school improvement

ankr eform through knowledge utili)etion is based on the assumption that

infeliation genAated through-research must undrgo considerable devblop--

nt and transformation, before; its relevahce to improvement of practice

tan be deh.nstrated. Further, this development process must oc1ur with
thc school settiag, with practitioners as, acti rticipMts throughout

the process. Probably the most extensive and best,-known presentZtion of

this orientation is found in the e ht-volume study by Rand, researchers .

0 .

of.federal programs supporting e ucational change., - . 1

Oderal Progiams,Supportins Educationalthange. In thi,s4study, Paul

Berman, 1.11.1biey McLatighlin, and their colleagues. at Rand examined four

major federal seed money initiatives supporting program development

efforts within school systems. Data were collec

investigation through structured interview serve

istrators at 293- local prOAct s es and mor

d for thiS multiytai-
4

s ofAteachers and admin-

intensivaecas studies at

-'24 of the sites during thdir la t or next-t last year of. enteral stea,
.

money support.' Follow-up work was conducte two years later invol;ing zit:
,

)1
sites to examine continual n of *activities initiated within the local

,,

projects. In exardning the' effectiveness of federal initiatives as a `f

stimulUs for innovation and school improvement, the Randiearchers

'focused their attention, on the basic 'processe's that unfolded in response

to the federally supported.change initiatives and identified a timber oS

factors that were.systematitaily asscici4ted withIsucgess or failure.

One of the major.conclusions reached in this study was the prominence
Ala

of local factors in determining the success' and long-term jurAvival of

refipMqfforts: -The limited role of federal, policies is discussed in

Volume IV:
14

Federal cf.ange agent policies had their-primary effect.pn the
initiation of projects but -. ;.neither those polici4s that were
unique to each ,of the federal "programs nor those i)oficies that

Were'cormon to them had a strong influence on 'the implementa-
ti;in local innovations. Federal change agent policies
exercised limited leverage oil the.kkurse of innovations becatise M

..,,, they did not critically influence thWse factors most responsible
for effective implementation, '

_ (Berman & McLaughlin./ 1975, p. 247);
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'
By contrast, several,classes of Lical..factors were identified as major

influences on the chage process and its outcues, including:

Characteristi of the institutional setting,-particularly ,

the diStrict's motivation for initiating the project and \
'local leadership capability;

- the implementation strategy that local personnel followed
in translating project plans into practice;

- The scope'of change that the project represented, given

existing practices and norms within the local setting; and

tacteristics of project teachers.

Implementation processes 'and strategies were a
.,

major focus of the .'

study.% Implemant*ionlyas defined as the stage at which "the project
. .

confronts the reality, of its institutional-setting and project plans
.

must be .translated Into practie (Berman & McLatighlin, 1976, p. p49).
.

--
- .

Implementation strategy basically refers to means Used by local project

-'leaders totguicke and support:the implementation prpcess. In general, ,.

4.,

- the projectOcLaughlin, 1977, p. 341). Characteristic features of suc-

cessful- implem entation strategies included": 4
.--. , .

9 - Staff training focuSed-fon practical aspects of project
operations ani coritinwing throughout-the period of pro-
jectject imPlementation; . .

,..

stAccessfully implemented project's were character zed by strategies 6hat

promotedemutual adaptation--=a process'in which the project's original

goals and methods are modified to suit the needs and interests of partiSi

pants and the participants themselves change to meet the requirements of

- High levels of additional support ntivities'for parti-
cipants (e.g.; visits.to demonstratron classrooms,
observatign of implementation efforts and feedback from
prbject leaders or consultants who provided concrete,
practical Advice4;','

4

- Frequent, Meetings of project staff; .

- InVolvement of participana,in decisions affecting pTo-
ject Operations;

- Development of materials by 'local participants;

- Involvement of b y motivated staff(particularly 'during

. ,

the early part of implementation) Who volunteered to par-
.*tiapdte and, in-some cases: were selected by project .

4 leaders as "most likely tao succeed;"
04, 1),

- Targeting of change efforts to elementary schools; and

,Participation of)a "critical mass" of participants.

67
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The above list reflects the critical importance of active involvement

of, and commitment from,pract tioner participants. As McLaughlin and

Marsh (1978) arguk in rev ew.of findings from'the study, "The import'.

tance of teacher co, tmeat to the achievement of project goals is

axiom%tic: Proec success is unliJ.ely unless teachers want to work

hird to, make it h ppen" (p. 72). They Concluded further that practi-

tioners' involve t and commitment are.influenced by other factors; it

is not simply a atter of some teas being eager for change while

other are highlyseti, tant.

McLaughlin & Marsh concluded dal the primary factors influencing

at. teacher commitment and involvement ate motyation of district managers,

project planning strategies, and s5ppe of the proposed change. Teachers

here more likely to exert the extra effort required fo! successful imple-

mentation when they felt that the project was seen as'important at the

district level. Without clear district support, teachers tended to'view

the personalcosts associated with the change efforts'as incompatible

with their own professional self-interest. Collaborative planning

strategies, involvibg equal opportimities for input frompprOjett manage*

and teacher participants,were also found to be effecti in stimulatin.
1

commitment. According to McLaughlin & Marsh, these,str teg.les rarely

reflected self - conscious ,attention to considerations of parity, but

they allowed teachers to see themselves as pattne'rs in the planning 'pro-,

cess and ta(develop a s'nse of identibcatsion and owners4ip. Plannibg

that was carried out exclusively by project Inanaement (the towdown

approach) or exclusively by the teachers themselves (the grass-roots

approach) was rarely successful. Collaborative planning, although rela-
0

tively time consuming; generated the broad-based support necessary for

effActive'implemedtation and sustained. change.

Variations betweerAfundin levels and sources'were not found to

exert a major influence on teachers' motivation trrh.ertsuccessful imple=

mentation. Neithaw did the source of the original idea forthe project;

9

9 projects conceived in the central office fared-about:as well as projects

initiated by classroom teachers or other school personnel. However, the

ecopeapf chew was found to be Important: Berman (1977) has phrased
7

thiv'conclusion:succinctlY: "Little ventured, nothing gained." Efforts
\s.

11.
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viewed by participants as trivial failed to elicit commitment or change.

Proj4cts'tha did attempt to influence teacher behavior, on the othe,
..

hand, were viewed by teachers as opportunities for professional growth.

,
Effo4;ts that appealed to practitioners' sense of professionalism and

e
offered the intrinsic reward of growth were more spT2sful:...pan those .

that relied
--
exclusively on extrinsic rewards. A related finding in*olves

..,

the impor
.

ance of the teacher's sense of efficacy--the belief that he/

irshe canA elp even. the most difficult or unmotivated students.. Strong

positive relationships were found between sense of efficacy and a var-

iety of project outcomes. 4'

It

..-Although the study pointed to the central role played by pra icing

\teachers throughout the implementation process, it also emphasized h e

important role of district- and building-level administration. The Rand --

researChers concluded that district-level commitment-was neceficary from

the outset; where it was not,secured early, it failed to emerge later.
1,

Projects initiated out of "opportunistic" motives generated little or.

no'enthuAasm onAthe part of teach s, 4oduced little change in practice,

and almost never survived the wi drawal of federal seed money. Support,

fitm principals'was especially important in influencing district-leVel

- decisions regarding continuatfon. \
i

Local leadership capability also exerted a strong influence on the
0.

fate of the projects. -Successful implementatpn required local leaders

th skills fn the content'area(s oyered by the projects and with the

or anizational and interpersonal s ills ded to work,well with teachers,
4.

.principals, and district-level personnel. Lo, -term continuation of
-

improvements genertted as part of the prpjectt as rare; where itoccurred,

project management had recognized from the ou et the full` implications

of the project's "soft' money" status and had begun planning for. institu-

4 tionalization very early.

Anotherimajor conclusion to come out of the study involved the declin-- 'IL

tng success rate oflocal change'efforts as attention shifted from early
.

stages in the chdlige prOcess to later stages. LocaI)initiation of improve- ,

m(nt-oriented change projectoOdid not guarantee successful implementation,
0

O4

and implementation'success did, not by itself assurethe long-term survival

of improvements. Bermari & McLaughlin (1977) describe continuation ns a .

4
V
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locally determined process in which decisions are made at two levels
!

the classroom and the district. Again, teacher commitment and involve-

ment, combined with commitment and support from the district, are the
.

critical influences.

At the classroom level, the ciSax of the matter is the extent

to which teachers have assimilated project methods or mate-
rials into their regular classroom practice At the diStrigt
level, the issue is the district's 'commitment to the long-'
term stability of. the project. This commitment requires the

4
4

incorporation of project requirements into such district
operjions as budget, personnel,'curriculum, and facilities
planning.

.

In the end, however, effective continuation depends on the
choices and behavior of classroom teachers. Unless they have
assimilated project methods or materials into their classroom
activities, continuation will amount to no more than ritual.
But if they are to receive the support they need to sustain
project-related changes in the long run, the district at its
level must, incorporate the necessary arrangements.

(Berman & McLaughlin, 1977, pp. le-6)

The National Diffusion Network. An assumption underlying the seed,

money programs studied by and was that inpov.ztions developed in local'

school settings would spread to other schools and districts. Hcwever,

the Rand researchers found very little evidence that innovations and

practices developed within the local projects had spread beyond district

boundaries. in 1974, the U.S. Office of Sducation established the National

Diffusion Network ,(NDN) as a means of Making improvements developed in

loifschool settings and validated by the Joint Dissemination Reiew Panel

to.other school systems. The NDN differs from most of the other

delivery systems" established during the 1970s to prpmote knowledge utili-

zation for the Improvement of practice in that it has focused on creating

direct linkages been practitioners from different tchool syStems. Prac-

.) titioners av involved in the NDN de system in several key capacities:

The.; represent the sc,:rzes or criginatorS of the innovations; they functirn
A

as chance agents with pejo; renponsitbility for providing training, technical

assistance, and supporting materials to personnel fromother school systems

, interested in using their.innovations; and they constitute the primary

audience for'communication of operating detail' and "know-how" by the inno-,"

3

1.

vation developers.

0
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A national study of the NDS was reported by Emrick, Peterson,.&

Agarwala-Rogers (1977). The study examined the NDN's emergence and

eaklY history and its distinctive organizational features as well as

the tactics`used by NDN change agents to promote the spread of the

validate'd innovations. Emrick et al. cite fs A distinctive organize-

tianal feature of the NDN its combination of two categories of chang

agent: the Developer, and the Facilitator. Developers are often based

in school systems, and each.is associated with one of the iialidated

innovations. ,The NDN innovations and their Dlevelope.rs represent suc-
.

cessful applications of federal initiatives supportiniAlocil program

development--including the four programs studied by Rand-. Facilitators,

by contrast, do not function as program or technical experts but rather

as brokers and process specialists. Associated with a geographic region

ratherthan a particular innovation, a FaCilitator is usually based in

a state- or.intermediate-level agency; Fjcilitators assist in identify-

ing LEA clients for the innovations and support the adoption and imple-

mentation processes. Emilck e; al. characterize the NDN as a combiria-

tion of practitioner experts (the Developers), who bring instructional

know-how gained over several years o intensive involvement with a par-

ticular inn60011ation, and process spec lists (the Facilitators) , who ,bring

experienc6 in educatl.o40&administration and/or dissemination and, in

many cases, previous linkages to key pivsonnel in state, intermediate,

and local education agencies. Distinctive operating features.of the NDN

include emphasis on person-,intensive change tactics, and allowance for

local adaptation of the innovations.

In a review of findings from the study, Emrick & Orson (1978a)

describe the NDN as "one of the few hLghly successful federal efforts

to make wide-scale use of,importaap developmental improvements in educa-

tional state-of-the-art" (p. 36). The combined efforts of the Developers

and.Factlitators were successful in generating widespread awareness of

the programs and services available, stimulating interest and activity

on the part of schoolrand district personnel, providing materials and

training assiste to school staff planning to make use of the programs,

and following up with implementation assistance and support. Implementa-
,

tion was reported in'a majority of the nearly. 15001.EAs surveyed by

-N.



Emrick et al.; practitioners interviewed in a sample of these locations

expressed positive views of die programs and generally expected their

',implementations to continue

A process-outcome analysis using survey data from°Developersand

Facilitators and key contacts in the districts they worked with identi-

fied a Dumber of apparent determinants of the effectiveness of the NUN

change agents, including the following:

- Staged outreach carwigns; in which varieties of awareness
materials are circulated selectively to different segments .

of the educational community and followed up witti'personallgo
contacts and more detailed information for those expre4ing
interest.

- Early involvement of administrative and instructional
decision-mgkers 14i,thin the client schools.

- Coordinated "Awareness" conferences at which LEA repre-
sentatives can learn about several alternative programs
relevant to their interests and prioritigs and meet the
originators of these programs.

P
- The interpersonal style of the Developer.

- Resource/organizational support provided by the FaAlitator /
(mainly in terms of securing administrative concurrence and \-
enabling LEA personnel to visit demonstration sites).

Attention to securing agreement on the part of all three
,organizations (the Developer, the Facilitator, and the LEA
client) as to the commitments each,was willing to make.

- Visits by LEA staff to demonstration sites that represented
working models and referents for the innovations in operation.

- Training of key instructional and administrative staff by
the LEA-based originators of the programs, covering both
the concrete operating detail and the philosophical inder-
pinnings of the inuovationsl,

- Emphasis on practitioner change and growth, as opposed to
use of a specificset of materials, as the key factor in
improvement - oriented change.

- Use of comprehensive, well-oriente d materials prepared by
Developer staff to supplement training.

Ji
- Phase-in of implementation, beginning with only a few

. interested And competent staff andjradually extending
to others in the site.

-'.Return visits by Developer and Facilitator staff to Provide

-' technical assistance. and moral support;
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CHAPTER.5

PRACTITIONER INVOLVEMENT IN DECISION MAKING
*,

AND SCHOOL GOVERNANCE

Id Chapter 2, above, reference was made to theories of job satis -e

faction and, in particular, to hypothesized relationships betweenworking

conditions, management app roaches, and employees'. job.satisfaction. Much

of the literature concerning these theories reports results of studies

undertaken in business and industrial environments. However, a number

of researchers have undertaken studies in school settings to investigate

the possibility of connectifns between, working conditions and teachers'

job satisfaction. A topic of partidblar interest in these studies has

been the relationship between school, practitioners' level of involvement

in decision-making processes and the.degree of sati*fecion they derive

from their jobs.

A These' studies hive relied heavily on survey research metholio197

(mainly self-report questionnaires administered to teachers and princi-

pals) and statistical an lysis techniques. Researchers conducting these

studies have attempted to develop of involvement and job

satisfaction and then to examine through correlational analysis the

statistical r elationships among the measures. Two general approaches to

measuring participation hale been used. The first is-t o generate an intle

of current participation (e.g., frequency of involvement., level of influ
.

ence). Examples of this approach include Ambrosie & Heller (1972)';

Bridges (1964), Chase (1952), and Gorton' (1971). The seond is to

examine the discrepancy between current and desired"(ideal) involvement;

in these studies, teachers are classified as decisionallv deprived

( participating in fewer decision areas than desired), decisionally

%saturated (participating in more decision'areas than desired), o in

decisional equilibtium (participating in as many decisions as desired.

Examples'of studie'suding th.e discrepancy approach include Belasco &

Alutt'o (1972), Isherwood & Taylor (1978), and Mohrmen et al, (1978).



Strong positive correlations between teachers' reports of having

opportunities for input to school decisions and their levels of job

satisfaction have-been reported by Chase (1952),,Hornstein et al. (1968),

Mohrman et al. (16); and Sharma (1955). Two studies using, the discrep-

ancy approach to measuring involvement--Belasco b Alutto (1972) and
,..,

IsherWood & Taylor (1978)--produced enerall'y similar results. In

Belasco & Alutto's (1972) survey of elementary and secondary teachers in

two New York districts, respondents classified as decisionally deprived

(participating in fewer decidions th'ah desirltreported significantly

less satisfaction with their jobs in generalftlan did other teachers.
.

Within the group of decisionally deprived teachers, those reporting

small discrepancies were more satisfied with their jobs than were teachers

who wanted substantially more opportunity to participatein decision

processes than they were currently eAriencing.

In a study conducted in secondary schools in Quebec, Isherwood &

'Taylor (1978) used thr0e different measures of teachers' lob satisfaction;

they did t find a signficant relationship between decisional deprivation

and teache ewards or teacher/student relationships. However, they did
1

.
deteot a significant correlation between decisional deprivation and

teacher/principal relations. Specifically, teachers for.wh6p actual and
.. ,

, ideal levels of involvement were about the same reported better relation-

'ships with their principals. This relationship held both for teachers

serving on faculty councils at the 26 schools surveyed and for the teachers
, .

not on the councilS. Bridges (1964) and Hornstein et al. (1968) have

11so ilicrted positive correlatioris between teachers' reported dedision

involvement and relationships, with their principals. However, in Bridges,

study, -conducted in 28 elementary schools in a midwestern'district,*the

factor most,highlrcorrelated with teachers' attitudes toward their

.principal wag the teacher's perception of the principal's supportiveness
. .

toward teachers (the extent to which the prIfIcipal would back the teacher

. . 'in a dispute, for'example, with a parent).-

..-
- The correlational studies are generally consistent with findings

from investigations in industriafsettingg that support hypothesized rela-

tionships between involvement'in decision's thar affect, wor.Wing conditions

4,



and job satisfaction. However, they offgr relatively little guidance to

administrators or staff development personnel interested in the profes-

sional development implications of bringing teachers into active roles in

school decision-making. In particular, correlational evidence alone can-

not establish the direction of a cause/effect relationship, if one exists.

One'interpret
/Lion

of the evidence is that teachers are' more satisfied

with their jobs because they have been given a voice in decision making;

however, an alternative interpretation is that teachers who are rela-

tively satisfied with their current assignments are wre likely to pursue

opportunities for decision involvement than less satisfied teachers, who

may be directing their energie's to_other ways of resolving their immedi-

ate concerns. Further, the correlational studies are not partiCularly

infordative with respect to,how practitioners have been involve41in school

decision making (the types of decisions in which they he been involved.

and the level of influence they have exercised). The studies have not,been

focused on the question bf how to bring practitioners into more active

roles (the types and level of support needed sio increase involvement, the

obstacles that have emerged, and ways they have been resolved). Finally,

the correlational studies do not.by and large address the staff develop-

ment implications of efforts to increase invotvement (the types of training

needed by practitioneq and the consequences of involvement in terms of

professional' growth and improvement of pradtice).

Reports on efforts undertaken for the specific purpose of increasing

practitioners' involvement in school decision making are relatively un-

common in the literature, and.systematic studies of such efforti are even

rarer. In the remainder of this chapter, three projects that have attempted
4

.to bring school practitioners into more active participation in decision

milking are described. Two are ongoing Teacher Corps (Program-1S) projects:

th Akron (Ohio) Public Schools/Community/Kent State University project

and the McKinley Complex project based in Honolulu, Hawaii. These pro

represent attempts to involve school personnel, along with univer-

sity staff and community members, in the planning and implementation of

-staff development programs. The third case-is the Teacher Involvement

Project, -implemented in San Jose, ealifornia, over a pericid of three' years



7i
with support from the National Institute of Educa ion's Local Problem

Solving program. This project, represents an atte to develop mec4enisms

for involving practitioners in decision making'at

faculty councils and constitutions--w/th the scope an

titioners' decision involvement a subject for negotiation betw

given faculty and their principal.

e school level--

asis of prac-

Akron/Kent State Teacher Lrrps Project

n a

e

The Akron Public Schools/Community/Kent State University :reacher,

Corps project has adapted John Elliott's triangulation model as a siys-
,

tematic approach to collaboration among the school, community, and univer-
.

sity in the design and implementation of staf development programs: This

case is particularly interesting'in ttat the projact staff have taken

an approach originally developed v suPpoit practitioner involvement in

knowledge production (See Ch1pter 3) and adapted it for use mainly as a

device fo facilitate practitioner involvement in program decision making.

The case is instructivetwith reflect to the requirements for collaboration

involving the three major stakeholder groups within the Teacher Corps.

community as well as the formats and content sof staff development programs

.that emerge as a result of collaborative planning.

Context.
*

The Akron/Kent State Teacher Cores project serves the North

Hill Cluster feeder system within the Akron-Public Schools. Over the past

decade, the city ofAkron hap been faced with a situation that has become

increasingly common within major urban areas--a changing, but generally

declining, school-aged population as a result of seYgral local plant

closings. Declining enrollment of whita:-.chitdren in the city's schools,

combfned with the closing of several schodis in older, relatively Aomo-
,

geneous neighborhoods, have contributed to greater ethnic and cultural
lo

diversity in the student populations at some of the city's schools.

The North Hill Cluster 40cludes to elementary schooltr a middle

schoo4,,,and a high ichdol. The community it seiVes includes_a mix

black and white. The two 'elementary schools both receive ESEA, Title I

support--one as the result of a substantial influx of students from low-

* . . .

P..:.3:!:.:.;hic t:'... .:7:1- t..7:o,r) fr,.--1 t.'..r.-,n P,!slir. (Phool- 'Cc--vnitv/Kent StItP

tr.;.. --it.: UrL,771 Tenclic.r Ct,r7--"Pri..-: P:c--- Al (19ir).
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income .families over the past five years. The total shkudent population

within the four schools is approximately 4,000; personnel based at the

\S....schools include moe"than 215 teachers, aides, and administrators.

Kent State University is a state-supported public institution of higher

education, Located in northeast Ohio within 50 miles of three metropolitan'

cenrs. More than 5 million people live within 50,miies of Kent StAe,

which serves Awenrollment of 28,000: Kent State is one of the largest

of the more than 50 institutions in Ohio that offer.preservicetraining

for teachers. As of 1978, ihe_College If Education incrdded 174 full-time

facult4.11,members and enrolled 3,000 undergraduate students; about 500

advanced degrees were awarded/by the Graduate School of Education during'

that year.

Triangulation as a Model of Collaboration. The conception of staff

development reflected in projec materials is the "professional under-

standing" described by Elliott (n.d.). Development.is viewed las a self-'.

regulating process of chlsnge in beliefs and conduct which occurs spon-

taneously once constraining factors are removed and the indi'vidual

fessional is allowed to reflect critically og...his or her practice and to

determide hisor her own thoughts and, actions in light of the standards

and ,values'held.by the profession. The professional development system

being put into place with support from the, project incorporates: (1) sys-

tematic involvement of the three major stakeholder groups; -(2) field-based

training programs for preseririce teacher4Acation students, practicing

teachers and other school - based personnel, and community msmberst and

.(3)..a delivery system that utilizes a variety-of training modes (workshops

curriculum development activities, itemonstration'classrooms,

rrn Ag the triangulation model as a device for facilitating infOr-

motion- sed decision making regarding staff development, the project

----"Staff have re:Coined several key features of Elliott's original model,

4ncluding: (1) its focus on practical problems faced by teachers in the

classroom; (2) Its attentionto development of collaborative relationships

among teachers as wellas between teachers and persons from outside the

school; and (3) its use oaf multiple points of view to generate information,

0
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with no single view alloyed-to dominate. The staff have also modified

the original approach in three ways: First, the focus of attention has

been shifted from the classroom tp the building laiiel. Sed9tpd, individuals

actively involved in triangulation serve on working groups associated

with each program component 'representatives of a constituency. Third,component ' representatives

rather than expliditly include he student's point of view; as Elliott

did, the project has inVolvdparents and community; thus, community,

school, and university personnel constitute the three poirits in the

triangle.
\ ,

The iangulationiprocess is carried out through a sequence consis-

ting of e steps:
_/
(1) needs assessment, (2) planning, and (3) implemen-

tation. As each sequence is completed, the. rocess is recycled such that
, .

additional concerns and priorities are identified and'further staff develop-
%

ment activities ere planned and executed in response Of these concerns.

Each of the three primary stakeholder groups bears the major responsibility
0

for identifying its own needs` and formulating plans for appropriate staff

dev41opment. The 17-member Community Council maintains primary respon-

sibility for surveying the community and planning activities directed

prAily to parents and community members, and teacher committees survey

faculties at the four project schools..

Essentially, triangulation is the process throUgh which communica-

tion and negotiation occurs across groups so that the information and

resources repiesented by the diverse perspectiveS can lie brought to_bear

on planning staff deVelppment. Project materials describe three ways

in which the process strengthens the, pll.anning of inserVice:

First; the diagnosis of problems is built into eV element of
the pr gram. The systematic reflection is the setting in which
the pro lems ar agnosed. Second, the entire project ey.peri-
ences an ong ng renewal process through the constant flow of
.informatic . With its beginnings in individual classrooms and
at indivi.:ual, meetings, the change process involving behavior
and beliefs pervades the entire structure of the project.
Finally, misconceptions regarding the inservice mission of the
Teacher Corps Project are quickly identified when information
passes through the triangulation process. Definitions of the

\i....0project's mission are., always current and known to all three

groups in the triad. These henefits from the implementation of.
triangulation come about because4ehe process is collaborative
rather than hierarchically structured. .

(A% iin b Patton, 197S, 5'41



Staff Development Activities. The types and content of staff develop-

ment activities that-have been implemented as part of the Akron/Kent

State_project have been varied. Activities during the 1979-80 school year

included 12 courses offered through Kent_State with credit available.

Like all staf' development activities sponsored by the project, these
0 die

courses were open to all faculty and staff at the four TeacherCdrps schools

and to interested community members, Courses could be taken individually,

with or without credit; however, the tweltzecourses together constituted

the,first,half of a two-year field-based masters program. A series of

mini-courses, also with university credit available but meeting fqr only

two to. three weeks, focusseon such topics as job stress, the gifted'

child, Akron's plufalistic past, and stereotyping.% Finally;. a group of

one-day workshops, without credi, included sessions examining great

ideas in teaching, intra-school communication, parents and the school,
o

and other topics. .Instruction in the courses, mini-courses, and -work-

shops is provided by teiiis of university -Based teadher educators and

school practitipners or administrators.

Enrollment inthe courses and workshops has been higher than expec-

ted;.according to project staff, half the faculty at thefour.praject

schools have enrolled, 'in one pr more credit courses. Project 'staff and

teachers alike attribute the widespread response to the involvement'bf

teachers in planning the prqgrams. Teachers describe the staff develop-
-

ment offerings provided through the project as "a good-start"_tow4rd

Ir.or changing their 4-Jew of itervice as something planned and implemented

exclusively by outsiders, and of little or no releVance to the claisroom-

based practitioner. Teachers who have been involved_allude-both to the

new responsibility they take on when they help to plan inservice and to

'the difficulty they encountered in carrying out their new role at first.

According to a fli6 school teacher, "Teacher Cdrps is the first time

anyone has asked us what we wanted. This has made it harder, because for

a long timre didn't really know. If.we don't answer this question

well, the''projeat will fail." Teachers who have participated in courses
k.f,

on such topics as job-sVess,and chemical dependency describe these

offerings as unique in their experience and.as highly relevapt both to

79
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4p

issues-they face.on a daily basis in thetlassroom(and`to their longer-

:
41k term personal and professional interests. .

Project staff-note that prac-

titionerePriorittesfor staff. developmett have shifted mewhat over

,time from an eerlY focus on practical issues--what to do in the classroom--

1 '
to a troing intere.4t in. theoretical issues.

4 In addition to the courOswork offerings described above, the project

.
. .

stafek have pursued several other'less formal modes of staff development.
.

*
Theseincneesetting up depqnstration classrooms, interclass visitations,

,r-ndminigEntseto teachers for curriculum deVelopmenl'and classroc-m-based

%innovation. As part of the projecis first-year emphasis on building 'a
.II.

2. 0 .
. program ititegrated acr ss the four schools andzthe fulIIK,zj2..spectrum, .

taachers plaftned and implementedttan exch-Shge.program, in which elementary
4mit

,

and secondary teachers-taught'each other's classes'for a day to develop! 'f

a better understanding of differences in the teaching situation and the
,

classroom ten:vironment Lost leVels. AcCording to project reports, what

rticipating-teachers,discovered was that elementary and secondary

classroom were far mote sfmilar than they had believed.

As the projipt. ha4 moved into its second year of full operation
A

\

elif.'-(1980-81),interest'Yil planning staff. development to serve the full PriDect

cOmmunity hAss Continued' At 'they time, however, new interest has
i P

emerged in addressing concerns and-pridrities unique to each of the par-
' :AI

ticipatingeschools. As ,slich, some of the activities planned for the
4 .

current year address byilding-specific themes; it ig hoped ihti'this will

. bro aden faculty.particiPatiop within ech-school'andencouragescllool
4

ttaff an the community served by t schopLio work more closely together.

Am,
O?

)
. 'Requirements for.Collaboration. Kent State University and tfft'Akron

42.

`

.40

/

Public SchbOls Aidinot/have. a history of.collaborationprior to4he earl/
.

cta7Cs car pinnn4nz for4thig-Tencr 'Cc:,s!Ts.project in 19.77. Projoct lier-/
, .

/

!"

..-.

. sonpCt'egree th4t-workidg rolatiOnShips between members of university,
7

. ., tht'schools,-anglthe comm.nityihique everged owly and are continuity
_-----

to evolve. Proji-ot.ttaff rbm the university cite as an imp oreant / actor/

'the relatively Nwitperiod of'pre*gpoect:planning(14 'months) du pig

h tlieY'Worked ;dnior admAisfratoZ-S,.itl the cliet.ict.t,..

4 ,\ *4 N

r \
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This period gave the university staff the opportunity to gat Some famili-

arity lAth the school system's organizational Aructurd, communication '

","

channels (formal and informal), norms, and operating procedures before

beg' ning 'to collabotifte with praCtitinners and community representAakes

directly. It algo gave the district'sltenior administeation4he oppor-

tunity;unity to get to know Are of the university staff who were expected to

pray major roles in the project, under conditions.of comparatively low
a 7 .

visibility. To gain active support and concurrence at the'''?adstrict

level, project staff argue, it is necessary to demonstrate to-senior .

S

officials in the digri

the kommuniq, which has

past, is consistent with

recognizabl e, benefits.

401b ffice that collaboration with teachers and
0.

not beenstandard.-Operating procedure in the

the district's interests and produces some
-._

.

This has happened slowly, since stafg.have found

that collaboration, particularry in its early stages, is a timt-consuming

approach to planning and recognizablesbenefits are slow to emerge,
, 4

A-second factorHthat.projett staff regard as4important to development .

of collabo rative arrangements is clarification of theqcope of collaboration

at the outset. Project staff,argu6 that it is.not necessaryor even
,

appropriate, to collaborate on all?aspectsrof project operations:

administrative matt6rsthat req4re decisions Vo be made routinely

triarrgulatibn or other cgliaboraive_ approaches are sitr.ly

- feasible. .In the Akron/Ke44roject, triangulation has beedOused pri marily

as'a.vehicle for, three-way deliberations regarding' __zon-duct and Content

of staff development. Within this domain, so gsties were recognized

from the begiring-as,non-negofiab e.bec se of Tvio Corps Rrogram

regulations and/or Policies di the istrict and the university. Project

participants agreed to work within he scope availabWio them. According

to staff,'44e proj ect's slope has b oadened ihewhat Ever timetwith_

addi6icnal clarificatoion of.Teacher-Corps regulations And nerccsntltns

witHin the central office that staf development 'activities support
. °

the project have been well attended

scho2IS and the community.

A third factor project staff ci e as important is recognition that not

all prictikpners wi11,want to colla orate in plarming staff development-.

1111..

-.1P'

and well regarded by niembd is of y-le

1

a
41,
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Some resist, the .goal of professionaliz4 the teaching occupatio . To be
- 1

a professional suggests to them td work 1 g hours And to assume full

responsikIlity themselves both for the pro

a

ucts of their.efforts and*for

accepting Dr ameliorating the conditions wider Which they work. Some are
.

..

,faced wit( h personal responsibililies.and pressures that leave that little .

.
. .time' or energy for additional activities. For these groups of teachers,

participation in collaborative ventures hat are ultimately directed

toward jot7enlargement (gaining'anehorit and responsibility for school
0 ,

,

decision making and management of he instructional processt) is not ap

especially attractive option,. Even for those teachers who are interested

yin assuming maire,direct and professional involvemnt in school decision

making, collaboratrqpparticulorly with persons from outside the school

;(university professors; cvmmtnitycouncil,membersis-an-untarlitrat-

activity. Their training has"!prppared th%m to work with children, not

with other adults. Training-and experience at using-collaborative tech-
.

,piques are needed by these. teachers.

Afourth requirement identified by.,,project:staff is validation of

inforAtion obtaine'd through traditional. needs assessment surveys. The

Adialoguethat merges across university,, school, and community stake-
.

.

"-------

holders via triangulation is' seen' as important in-helping to uncover yalp
...1 .,-

. \basic conterns and problems that lie behind responses to written surveys. \
.

.s

An-example comes from a needs survey conducted among teachers that iden-
...8.*

' (%), tified discipline as.a high priority for inservice. Discussions among
. .

.p

teat' , And betw4bn teacheis-ind university/community
. sonnel revealed.

*8 \
'

N.,

t
that t the.teachers'were concerned Wout was the 1 c f a well-

,

8 articulated and-widely ierstood discipliffe cy at their schools,
'erg/

which had created ambi ty fo teachers; 'tudents, andaparents and had
$

led to apparent inequities in erezment of problems not resolved within
4. ' 7d*

th:classrDor:.- Obviously the staff development implifttions of this

concern are quite differed, fromth9 aP arent implication's of survey data
c ..

, -

ft s*esting that teachers'want a course in 7techniques for maintaining

discipline in the classrOble. e

ttUoi

/,f 'fir --=
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McKinley Complex Teacher Corps Project

This case presents an interesting applicatioh a

merit in the structuring and implementation of staff d

activities.
o
The case, is nAew thy since the technic

practi4toner isnvolve-

velopmcht (inservice)

es and procipplures

used in the projyt are dictatgd more Ely social conventions of the project

'community

ip many w. they reflect the state-of-the-art in practitionei involvement

haiby strong theoretical orprogrammaONtr7consi-derations--yet

applicati ns. rthermore, as this is a Program 78 fehchey COrps'project

...(following on two previous yeais of Teacher Corps support), it should have

$ fairly wid: and direct zalevance to those in the Teacher Corps coMmunity

interested in practitiOner involvement issu
.

L

es, .

Case Description. The McKinley Complex project is a Program 78

Teacher Corps project serving the Honolulu

OPL-ated previously as the Jevett Teacher

current project operates as a joint effort

.Department of Education, the University of

educational cdtmunity. It

Corps Project (1976-1978). The

involving.the Hawaii State

Hawaii at Manoa, the McKinley

High School Complex, and a community council. The term "McKinley Cbmpl5V!

refers'to the toliect4pri of Titie I elementary and intermediate feeder

schools which link to McKinley High'8chool (also a tle I sclopol). Three

such schools are included in -the Teache orpi projacts-:-Royal Elementary A

(K-6), Washington Iivkermediary(7-9), and Mainley.Pigh (10-12).

munity

composition of these project schS5,1s--and, of the general eom-
,

munity served by the Hawaiian edudational system, can be characterized

as truly multicultural. Mdre than a dozen-cultdraliY, distinct ethnic

groups are served-by' the
r

proiect schools.* Moreover, a substantial

proportion of families immigrating to the statA are enrolled in project

schools. FUlky one fourth of the pupils are from non-English-speaking

families represenzin; thp a cote separate laligua,!,es.
Ar:

One response to this cultural jinguistic diversity h4s been

the adoption of a practitioner nvolvement philosophy and Modul operandi

by the project leadership (project, district,'Wfversity, and community

Icaonolulu Diaticti Office, 1177, pp. 5.2 -4.

2

I
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stakeholders). Some of the applications emerging from this philosophy

apOar tp represent the state-of-the-apt, particula/;!ly with regard to iv-

service staff developmedt and curricUlum imPitovement.. Y

More specifically, the project recently completed the first;phad

of 'a practitioner- designed -gnd implemented program tofine tune instruc-

tionpl.skills and curricula tobetter fit therpoplations being served.

Tyitolly such curriculum and instructional reform is carried out by

"experts" from outside the classroom or school. It is not conventional

to find teachers patticipating in the prOcess much beyond the completion

of some needs assessment ,inventory: But the project leadership recog7

nized that teachers need to be taught how to becomeInvolved--how to

assume a role of responsibility for the quality and'effectiveneSs of

Jheir efforts. The approach developed by the.project tt4 supply this

Hinvo1vemen6.training".shOuld serie as a useful model for others who

are interested in this outcome.:
.._

e
First, the project required each participating faculty- o establish

its own teacher cadre. Cadres consisted of a chairperson for each-School

and representatives from each department (or the faculty at largekin the

ele« ntary school). ,The principal's-participation was neither prohibited

nor m ndated--each school decided indpendently;theterm of service on a...

given cadre was one year, and participatiop waSvolUntary. Subsequent

(additional) cadre membership was deterrined by individual faculty interests.

Cadres arranged for meetings. In accordance with locally developed schedules.

On the firs pass, the cadres were to lead their faculties in Vie.

design of succe sfulinservice courses to meet their school-specific needs.

In an4effort to rovide for maximum local involvement ariTilAtticipetion,

the Teacher CorptIstaff maintained ap,nondirective posture.

The cadres' response tq'this approach was mixed. On tfie one hand; .

the ficulties al-Troved of their new roles tndiresponsibilities.. On the

4 other hand, they soon recognized that they ,lacked the procedural skills
4

110. 't*
A project report refers to this earl .

y effort as an attempt to apply Sbie
Beluirements for Successful Inservice Education(King et al., -1W75. Among

# .these, perhaps the iiost crucial are "...decisions on feasibilit5, and
prioritization of ArOposed inservice acAivties .are'made jointly by
teachers and the resource perloni..." andO!resources needed for thein-
service he ani the ri:htsire5pon-A-bilitio: of t(r.c!wrs nr,
-.1111,1-attd." !,'Ten,:]7,, 1977).

Im.
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nee dgd to build issue consensus. They,in effect, requeS'ted more assist

tance om the project in the development of a process; a mechanism for'

solving some of the problems they sensed existed both at the instructional

and organizational levels.
'

Subgequently the project, with the concurrence of thq, Department of ,

--ftE'ducation, has sponsored a sequence of inservice "retreats" which were
4

opento the full participation of all teachers in the project schools.

However, the school-based faculty have had the responsibility of planning'

and irwlementing these workshops, with the project staff providing resour-

ces and assistance as requested by thdifaculties.

The,projea reportg the latest sequence of retreatoworkshops to have

been'reasonablysuccessful and has some interesting evidence to support

this claim. This particular retreat was advertised as a two-week. work-

shop "...work trainin in value and product development in orientation"'

(Case Study Document p4-22, emphasis in deiinal). 'As incentives for

participation, teachers were offered three tniversitofelfawaii-tredits

`and ,a stipend, the lather being contingent wonwcompletion of a product
? stir-

fnitiated trough the workshop. Further, teachers were allowed three

options: They could selett6an issue 'or area of individual interest,

organize as .;iam or grouparound some specified topic, or participate

in the workshoP,ona full faculcty or departmental Project basis.

One outcome of the proceedings was a consensus of teacher interest in

'building Staff cohesion. AS isnoted in'other case studies in this report,

teachers are usually quite surprised to discover the extent of shared

'interests, concerns, and problems. which overlap.across faculties,'JtrtiCu-

larlyl'between elementary and secondary. Also,' elementary faculty ofteh

lsarn:a great deal f practical "how=to" as they compare proble-rsand

experiences in stheir own workshops. In this instFIce, the elementary school

fazu:t4itave:pnited-s...1.th the princi;n1 in designing fr

drawing thestaff together into a more'colfsive unit. Cowonents of the -

plan include:
.

lb*

-

periodic obueiiation visits to each others' classrooms;

the appointment of a task force to' develop a studentcounlOr
to input student interests to teachers;

4
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. the formation of form behavior code and discipline. policy;

. 4.'the development of teachert' lounge which would be operated

4
and maintained sol ly'by the teachers; and

. . asolic;.? to observe each others' birthday.'

Certainly none of these. elements by
(

Y tsjaf is all that remarkable.

'Indeed, ttl collection may not appear particularly impressile against

much of the innovation and school improvement rhetoric. The important
. .

point, however, is Opt the faculty are recognizing common interests
4,

and how to assume responsibility for dealing productively with these

interests.

On a more academic level, the elementary ftculty has undertaken the

velopment and implementation of a fully articulated multigrade curriculum

n-- science. This ambitious project stands:a good chance af-succeeding,

gcularly if progress toward building staff cohesion, moves tprward.
lw

However, current progress- detafts were Apt available' for this case ieport.

Another workshop oute4e,:one which cuts acrost,the participating
4

.faculties, involves a two-workbook sequence for teething Japanese as a
,

second langtiage. (Japanese..ii the dominant ethnic group in the-project

schools, constituting pearly one third of the enrollment.) ' This is viewed ;

as an especially relevant multicultural outcome of.the Teach er Corps
,

project approach.

Critical Issues. Several issues believed important t the success

of this approach to practitioner involvement were discussed by the pro-

ject staff. Fit.* and foremi* "seems to be the role the priPcial plays

in the-total operation.' To the extent project activities appear to iAef-
.

rupt or conflict with sta'n,dard 4dministrative procedures, or to challenge

the authority of the'p

this regard', the projec

cipals contlituoushly in

Principals, were invited

ncipal; strong opaosition can be'expected. In
.

t§rf made crIrly effc;rt.s. to ..0volve tis prin-

phases of planning and subsequent openations.

but not requirqa to serve on steexing committees.

And care was taken to avoidtcroducin! additional administrative burden to.

prinefpali thrQugh,project vperptions.

85
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Yet not all issues can be dealt with procedur,agy. Principals who

ka

. .

see their administrative role threatened
.

or who philosophically,oppose

this form of practitioner involvement (for whatever retsonsYmust be

reckoned with. Quite frequently the nett, inexperienced principal will

.respond cautiously, if not negatively, to these "unorthe4dx" approaches,

which can We a chilling eff*ct on staff enthusiasm. The project staff

reported that in such situations a great deal of interaction with the

principal may be needed to develop amore favorable'orientation. The

staff suggested that where the principal is strongly opposed, it may be

useful to return to the beginning stages of planning, offering the prin-

cipal a 'rarger stake in the overall architecture. It appears, theh, that

_a 'large share of the success ofthis form of practitioner involvement will

depend upon principal-faculty rapport, and on effective interpersonal

skills of the project staf in building upon this rapport. The prinCipal

is clearly the loRystone.

A second criical issue regards assumptions of teachers' awareness

of their needs. The project staff point out that teacher$ are dominated

by a classroom perspective they tend to focus on day-t -day demands and

.
Coping requirements of that respective classrooms. This seems to have two

pnimal*y implications fo; success Of practitioner i.'1.7olvement efforts.

First, teachers Flame to be provided with a better picture of the arena--

'what is possible and available. SecOnd, teachers have to be.prdvided

with 'group problfrinilqkng skills--in part to overt me the effects" bf.
4

classroom isolation and in part to build brigs ac ss the disper

public School brganizations. In effect, the staff argue that teachers

need consciousness-raising activities to broaden their professional

persi-kcties., and s7;ecialized training- in the deveiopF;'ent of collabor:1-

tive skills.

Related to th is skill development, the projec staff point to th,.

use of ,secial processes as a powetful tool. In particular, a crucial

.
issue seems ,to be,ident ying and gaining the interest .and support of

informal opinion leader 'in each faculty-for department). The staff

report tat these are u sally high - energy. people, easy to id'ent'ify since
..tho7 often pV rtici_tc us cc_-unity <-,erice activiZless..Sucil

'
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individuals usually endorSe a practitioner involvement phi sophy and need

only the opport*nity to exercise their leadership skill

1Thich 'leads to ghe fourth triJpial-iSsue cited by thestdff: namely

a fairly adaptive action plan which involves a lot of personal interaction

and hands-on skill trainin: activipies.ulth the p-ractitioners. The-

, ,

project staff report, that they have leained to act primarilytas facili-

tatots--meeting among themselves almost on a daily basis to review and-
.

4

trouble-shopt progress and to initiate at' least some action response, to

perceived problems. The essential point is that activity is Continuous

and adaptive. The practitioners require a lot of.early evidence of their

involvement- -they are learning a new form or mode, of behavior.

San gose4eacher Involvement Project

This case describes an applica&on of praCtitioner involvement

centering,on the role of teachers as instructional experts. The projtct

goal was to increase the active participation and involvement of school-

ibeed faculty in the making and carrying out of instructional decisions

in the classroom. pe activities associated with this goal were supported

by funds-From the National Institute of Education and involved co,llabora-

tive efforts of the s.tate,and local teachers' organizationstefs, the,dis-

trict administrative staff, and the instructional staff from 16 schools

(eleme;tary, and secondary) in the, district. The cass\i§ interesting in

that many of the early themesand procedures pioneered in this prbject

have been refined and incorporated' into the Program 78 Teacher Corps

project in the district. The case is particularly instructive regarding

problems and advantages of this application'ol,practitioner involvement,

especially with respect to staff development and governance foci.

Context. The San Jose Tgacher Inyolvement Project, or TIP, wa

initiated in September 1975, as one ofnine urban sghool "self-the-fp
II pro-

` Sects awarded three -year grants by the NIE LocaiProblem Solving_Program.

The-projocwas designed to prbvide school-based practitioners with

opportunit s and procedures.Pr more, direct participation in the develop-

ment and ,ana gemelltpf instructional programs within their schools. The



9,

project was ostensibly targeted to inner-city schools serving economically

, disadvantaged populations. However, participation in the project was

offered to any and aik'interesttd faculty in the'district, and ulti-

mately. 16 school faculties, became involved over the three-year project ,

tenure.

The practitioner involvement issues which can be informed by this

case are:

. the length of time and the complexity'of,procedures required
to effect implementationof the project;

the nature and ext4t of pract,itioner.involvement developed
by means of "the project; and

. the initial (short - term) and sustained (long-term) effects
of this involvement at the classroom, school, and district
level g.

As this case was t most intensively studied and docuMented of 'those

incluled in this report, it has the potettiall to more completely inform.

the above issues.

Practitioner Involvement:pationale. The basic premise,upon which

TIP rested was a fairly straightforward extension of the organizational

development model, combining notions of participatory management, role

enhancement; and collaborative decisi6n:making within a professional

,development.scleme.

It was reasoned. that many of the creative and problem-solving xesour-
o

4

ces represented by instructional staff were not utilized within schools,

primarily because faculty had neither the opportunity.nor the know-hciW,

to provide their input.' .This appliedtp both major and ioline educa.l.

tional issues. The TIP approach was to provide intexested'practitioners

with a means of eeveloping the opportuniti and.cultivating.their awn

fk:- in.deiirsZons of interest to them. Such involve-c,nt

should opetlte,iamonv!er things, 'silo:*

.,.
.

t ,

Two documentationefforts were conducted concUrrently'during the four- '

year course of the project. The,first was tagko5ed to the project imarlagg-

ment and formative feedback needs. (Eziria & Peterson, 1975, 1976, 1977 ,

.

1978b). The second served the govermment's documentationVsynthesis
progra-, objectiv,=s (Runkel, Schmisck, Arends, & Franciscoj 1978).

16 :
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i
influericed by the superintendent, who openly expressed a paTticipatori

management philosophy a d had ititiated several earltkei decentridization
,, 0 %

(1) Enhance the relevance of information on which instruc-
tional,decisiOns are based by bringing in the viewpoints
and experiences of interested practitioners (es0.ogical
validity).

(2) Increase the range of alternatives to be considered in a
given decision--hence enhancing the problem-solving
capacity of the organization.

(3) Increase the commitment of practitioners to carry out
decipiong in which they participated.

(4) Enhance the professional identity, job satisfactioXnd
motivation of the involved faculty (improved organi-
zational climate))

(5) kedistribute the administrative and instructional burden
More equitably and improve local parity.

(6) Tap into the creative talent resident in the practitioner
.pool and create additional career and professiorial develop-
ment opportunities among interested staff.

(7) 'Improve the basis for moreleffective interactions with

parents and community interests.
10?

I

$.

.Stage I: Initiation. Working thilOugh teacher organization contacts,

the project leader /principal bnves4gaior secured a commitment of'interest

and willingness to participate from the local teacher organization administia-

. A tors and several practitioners who had previously held office,in the lodal

organization. These practitioners were designated to 'serve as a Stage I
.P

steering committee; the local organization agreed to assist in setting up

the administrative structure of the projet. It was reasoned that this iaTrange-
.

'went would render the project most clearly teacher oriented and administered

. . ! Next the principal investigator. and practitioner volunteers met with
.. ,-1

*senior,district administrators (the superintendent and two assistants)
.

to.
,

present'and discuss the project concept, with the objective of securing
. .

central administrative concurrence rior to application for government (NIE)

funds. The central_eainistration'concurred, contin ent upon unenimouS
'

concurrence by the building administrators whine sta fs would be.involved.

(It isrnoteworthy that the decision to approve the project was heavily

prop:rams in the district.)

90
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Stage II: Start UP and-First-Year Implementation. With the road now 4.1

clefir, the principal investigator' repared a formal application for project
,

support, and developed activity and time line sequences for first-year

proj.e*.implementation. A summary of the major activities of this 'first-
,

, .

year start up and impl ation is as follows:

An awareness mailing.to all teachers in targeted buildings
was .coltcted during the summer preceding the first project
year., his material describdti the project philo'sophy and
participation reqUiremants in the most general terms and

invited all. interested teachers to attend-an orientation
meetingoto obtain more details.

,

.
Two orientation metings'yere scheduled to provide for maxi-

mizing turnout. At the meetings the 'project director reviewed

the philosophy and procedures for practitioner involvement,
,pointing to recent experiences in several other. ban dis-
tricts for validation of the concept and fe s ility of the

.approvh. A representative from the teacher;organization
delivered a motivational speech and members of the steering
committee addressed individual-copcerns of the teachers.

. Using attendance at the orientation meeting as an indication
.of leaderihip and expression of.conCern-, building inVolvdment
leadership triads were formed around the early volunteers.
Their primary responsibility was to carry the message back

to thei respective buildingg. The goal was to.have a triad

(three teachers) for each school attepd.a training -

.workshop series td be implemented o1e he first project year.

. The start up workshop consisted of an audiovisual presentation
and some preliminary 'Skill development exercises in needs .

. identi4cation and priority setting.

A more formal sequence of skill development workshops was
implemented over the remaining academic ear. The first
these provided formal,training in issue identification and
consenpus building. The second dealt with differentiating
the nature and.level of involvement an consensual issues. L.

A third worksop focused on the framing of faculty involve-
ment constitutions; and a fourth workshop dealt with the
establish-art ore.facultv council, ratification of the

coNsticutions,land application of the constitu-

tional procedures to a ,real live ssue (identified through

earlier workshops).

By the'clOse of the- first year of_ project activities, several qacul-
..-

ties had progressed to the final drft stages of their faculty involvement

conhtitutio and were negotiating with their principals and faculties

#I1

.
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for ratification and application of" the constitution to one or more

issues.. The majority of faculties, however, were stalled because of.

drafting difficulties, administrative negotiations, or competing demands

and interests.

'Stage III: I7--nlemeriiittion and Refinement, Second Year. During the

summer months, several changes in project organization were made by the

principal investigator. First, members of the teacher consultant team

were given a molle substantial and formal role in project management.

They nowbecame the project directorate,'withthe principal investigator

serving as a nonvoting member on the directorate team. Second, workshops

Ye redesigned and segmented to better fit the needs and interests of

elementary and secondary fa;ulties in the project. Third, a new set of

V ..start up workshops was implemented for new faculties wanting to loin the

prOject. Fourth, a new modus operandi for the project leaders was adopted:

This second year they were to spend substantially/more time working at

the building level, providing "hands-on" aasitance,to requesting facul-

ties. This field orientation was well received by the participating
-

- faculties, but it required that two members of the directorate take leave _-

from their teaching responsibilities to supply the on-site time required

(their time was paid out of project funds).

Altogether five additional workshops were conducted during the,seCond

implementation year. As with the'first-yaAT workshops, these were fairly
, -

well attended, positively regarded, and apparently productive events.

, Part of the workshop success appeared d'ud-to good planning,. format, and

logistics, They usually started and ended on time, were tightly scheduled,

involved a substantial amount of activity (much of it requiring cross-

faculty team, progress sharing, reporting of war stories and their ,p

solutions). Another less tangible faetor leading to the wOrkshep success

is believed to be theft regard for and,sensitivity to teacher interests
ti

and concernson both a personal and a professional level. The project
4

leadership arranged in advance tb provide fairly nice meals with,the

workshops. Faculty contributed their rime .as participants, and thud were

given stakes in setting and carrying out agenda. Building and-central

1.



office administrators, university.staff, community (parent) represen-

tatives, teache't organization staff, and research professionals were

almost alwaysiffattendance and were provi ed participatory roles integral

to the workshop agenda. Prominent and influential presenters were often

invited to,address the participants'on-timely issues, to bolster morale,
---,

and to stimulate enthusiasm. And action items emanating from'wor%shop

oceedings were swiftly and conscientiously attendedto, further rein-

1/11orcing the emerging sense of gflcacy_Angendered by the project.

$ By the close of the second year'of skill-building workshops--most of

which wete refinements and-.extensions of the trial workshops conducted

during the start up year--a real sense of progress existed. Over hglf

the original faculties had draftecy)Ona fide constitutions unique ie their,.

governance needs and interests, and several had beensuccessfully applied

to local issues. As, an added resource, the project leadetship allocated

a modest portion of project funds to.a teacher-owned and operated grant's'

program. A participating faculty need only identify an application'area

through.its'onstitutional prOcess (usually some form of faculty senate)

and,request,theftoiect for support, in the form of a "mini-Igrant'1/4---

application. The TTP directorate (t e POslicy,committeelindproject

'leadership) reviewed and recomili d funding for these applicatiOns in. 1 ,

tenms,oetheir merit. Usually funds were WO tr'les's. Some out-of-bounds.

requests were declined or referred for revision. But mostly the responsas

were positive an4 the grantA-component in may ways,became a major incen-

tive for initializing constitutions.

,,Stage IV: Proct Stabilization .and Instit o alization. In the

third year, project, leadership was assumed comple ly by classroom teachers.

A consortium of six teachers4three of46T1 ha n consultants during -

the first year) managed and directed the4project. ;The local teacher

'organization provided physicWspace, and limited administrative assistance,

but by and large,),76tervolunteer.Veichers ran the show.' Attention shifd

from developmen't o 'skills inissue identification, consensus building,
4.

and constitution drafting more toward. further expansion and solid'ificat'ion

*

of the processes already initiated by the project., One 'focus was on

40
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diffusing the model to other schools in the district. Another was, on

disseminating success to other intetested faculties outside'the'district.

Several small conferences were convened and experts were retained to

adVitse and consult on dissemination strategies.
,

.Cr ical Issues. It is blear from TIP, as well ast.the other prac-

titioner involvement applications revieyed above,that involvem t,takes

timeto emerge. Setting..up faculty councils at TIP schools req tred onl

to two years. Provision was made for tellporary involvement str ctpres

during theearly initiation stage of activities; these interim involve-

ment meihanisucluded faculty 'n'aembers who were interested in setting

up more permanent structures and willing to assume some responsibility

..for generating interest within their faculties.

Recruitment of volUnteers in the first year did not always result

iri.-surfacing the true opinion leaders; however; interest was sufficient

to form interim teams, at about 80% of the:target schools., In a report

on the.Urban/Rural program, an NIE- supported effort to establish'councils
.

of school personnel and community members to plan inservice education pro-

graMS, Joyce y( .978Ydescribes altendendy among local project staff to

-I

recruit 15ers leadership experience to serve on planning councils.

kiile Joyce agre'is that involement of local leaders is important to

gaining visibility and credibility, he recalls that the intent of the

Urban /Rural program was td develop leadershif and to bring preyiously

disenfranchised-groups into the decision process. A council consisting
.

solelyof "old boys;" he argues, may be highly productive in the short

run but dysunctional'over the long tecA.M1 Where broader paKicipation

.in goOernance id the goal, he argues that diversity and openness to persbns

who have,not previously taken on leadership roles are important from the

beginning.-

Participation tended to be limited during the early stages-of involve-

% went and to grow with perceptions f uccess and with increased attention

to school-level activities. As was-true for other practitioner involvement

kapplication4 reviewed here, various members,of the groups targeted for

involvement in TRIP adopted a "wait and See ")attitude, expressed skepticism

zIrlythin7, wo' d c!kin-t, cv-rv;rr,,tenc of
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recruit Pers.''-! leadership experience to serve on planning councils.
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solely.of "old boys," he argues, may be highly productive in the short

run but dysfunctional'over the long to th: Where broader parkicipation

in goiMrnance is the goal, he argues that diversity and openness to persons

who havepnot previously taken on leadership roles are important from the

beginning.-

Participation tended to be limited during the early stages-of involve-
.

ment and to grow with perceptio7/of uccess and with increased attention

to school-level activities. As was-true for otber practitioner involvement
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4
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bringing teachers into the decision process. Many indicated that they

simply did not have the time to'get involved, given the many demands

already Made of them. However; as TIE, activities became more visible

0 within the participatingschoolg, support foi the concept of teacher involve-

ment grew and participation increased. The proportion of teachers reporting,

broad-based support for the concept\of teacher involvement in decision

making more4than doubled from the first year to the third, from 32% to

69% (Emrick & Peterson, 1977). .

Anothe4r issue indicated by TIP and the other practitioner involve-

ment applications is the importance of administrative concurrence and

I
support. Practitioner involvement in decision making implies that adMinis- ,

V

tratOrs, are asked to share their authority with individuals and 'groups who
$

have relatively' little experience in many of the areas where administrators
.

consider themselves expert. Shared z:esponsibdlity and greater cooperation

( in carrying out decisions may be the result, with benefits to adminiscratien. /
r

However, the conclusion reached by Joyce (1980) and his colleagues in their

study of the Urban/Rural program that "sharing pewee increases power"' (p. xiv

is not a self-evident truth to all administrators when the idea is proposed.
.

to them. . .

The importance of administrative support at both the district and the

. building level was demonstrated during the firstyear of TIP. Thesuperin-

tendent's support was demonstrated to teachers both by inclusion in the

negotiated agreement between the teachers' organization and the district of
a

f .a clause endorsing the gstabaishment of schso councils And by. the ;uperin-7

tendent's attendance at project functions. Support from building adminis-

trators was mte problematic. Although official endorsement' of rte project

by pri palswas obtained at theloutset, teachers on the central project,

pea-*orig nallyepposed active.pa'rticipation of principals, on the grounds

that "involvementkprojects led by principals are charAterized by tokenism,

coeptation, and favoritism. Continuation of the project was threatened ..

.

late in the fist year when a coalition emerged of principals concerned.

that the proje t sought to'underMine their authority as building mama=

1, gars. Only a ter the superintendent convened a meeting of principals

7,1
ti
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and teacher representatives, where both sides couldvoice their opinions

and concerns, were the issues resolved. Activities prodeeded,)wifh'

support and involvement solicited from principals.

A third issue involves variations in activities and progress across

schools. Externally developed models and standardized procedures may' be

a useful way of getting started, since they provide airxplibit struc-

ture within.which the participants can g- ea y experience working

toIether. The opinion polling procedu es and c nsensus,building exer-
/

cises that constituted a major component of TIP's early efforts, for

example; represented a fairly low- energy means-of.obtaining information

about faculty involvement priorities and of expanding the base .of interest-,

in setting-up school, counails beyond the original group of volunteers.

However, as time passed, a'crdss- school differences became increasingly

apparent, and moie,sddol-specific activities and assistance wereused.
t

Obstaclestdprogress-wereinsomecasessimilaracross schools; however, .

they almost always had to be resolved.on a case by4ase'basis.
,

Reliance on externally developed models became)a problem once facul-

,

ties reached the point of preparing theirconstitutions. In.several

schools, teacher groups slmply changed the school name on ajodei consti-

tution, prepares in another district, that had been circulated as an exam-7

ple of language; format, and issue coverage. In each case, the constitution

was summarily rejected by the principaffon the grounds.of artificiality

and lack of suitability; the model constitution was not, the produc.t of

the teachers' own thinking and planning'for their school. Only after the

'various faculty groups went through the process of formulating their own

school-specific,constitutions were they'acceptea by principals and ratified

by their respective faculties.

Fourth, practitioners' priorities t-or decision involvement tend'to

focus on managelfnt of the instructional process rather than on school

t. administration. In three attRual surveys, Emrick Oetersen (i977) asked

The tendency for project-wide activities to be predominant in the first

year, with increas4 emphasis on school-specific activities'in the second

and subiequent years has also been noted:in other contexts-, including the

Akron/Kent State Teacher'CorPs project discussed above, which also oripi-

nat.A a-roe,21 devc1,7pcJ in another settin;. 0.6%, Elliptt'q

lation inodel),1 ( ,
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teachers at TIP schools to idTtify their tbp priorities for faculty

P decision involvement. Results)fram,the three slprveys are displfayea in
.r

the table below., Curriculum and instructional methods were consistently .

ranked as the, top two priorities. Student personnel policies and discipline

was also r anked consistently high. Rankings.for the other decision areas.0
1

were,also quite stable over the three -year perio4, with, the exception of

budget and expen tures, which advanced from sixth place to thi rd after

teachers were:given control over small discretionary budgets. 1

\..

PRACTITIONER ENDORSEMENT OF MOST,IMPORTANT INVOLVEMENT IS'L'ES

(SourC,7 Emrick & Peterson, 1977)

es

Involvement Issue
..../

Percent Endorsiri(as
. Most Important *

t1975 1976
..s

1977

Roles of certificated and clessi- 4,
fled support personnel*

cuidelines for parent/teacher
relationships

Curriculum content and philosophy

Instructional methods-and grouping
,1

Setudent personnel policies and
discipline \

$

Scho,o1 budget and expenditures
dk.

Inservice training and-faculty .-

meetItngs '

Teacher personqfl policies

\
16.5 (7)

'-'5.3 (8)*

43:1(1)

32.8 (2)

29.843}
.

17.0 (6)

?, .

'25.3 (4)

24.9'(5)

,,'
.

12.0

"4.9

51.0

33.7

27.7

19.0

21.7

,20.7

(7)

(8)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(6)

(4)

(5)

11.4 (7)

,_7;2 (8)

:,50.6s(1)

39.8 (2)

21.7 (4)

25.9 (3)

l
-1913 (5)

16.3 (6)s

'

The fifth issue regards practitioners' need for training in comnunice-
.

.

tion and decision-making 'skills, cotbined with assistance :ins resolving

problems and conflicts ds they arise. Training far participants was an
dos

One of the first items atite nded to by several faculty councils w as develop-:

ment of school-wide discipline policieS, Spelled out.in a*handbeokcircq-,,
lated to teacherS1 students, and parents: A similar concern Was noted
above at:the...Akroniland Hawaii-Teacher Corps projectq. .

**
4(.0

.
.

. -,
4

,

4: 4.
c,...1-..-,-*onden; w-r. .-i;,,i t...', rS'Ic!:t.t1-,2 ,,--- :---t i--41N-,nnt in5,-,2,.:17-on..

11:,L,,,. LnL: . '-i parjnt.f.,,,t,; ) 24c,c,ic.,_ rant: cfrckr ot-ctloic-.
N
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important feature of the TIP program. Training in several areas was found
A

useful, including: (1) techniques for identifying local.needs and priori- 1

ties and for,reviewiAi progress toward accomplishing goals and objectives;

(2) group process and communications skills such as running council ".

meetings, ensuring that/all participanvs provided input, building consensus,

and working effectively dmiiaistrators and other roups; humn
.

relaticQ4' and conflict resolution; and (4) management skills, including

preparation of proposals,, guidelines for reviewing proposals, admini5tra-
( .

.tion of budgets, and-the like. Where training for councils meJers

appeared te, be successful, it was sequenced to correspond to participants'

pro ,gress and priorities. Ski2I1s and-techniques were presented inrmanage-

able doses, with the emphasis on activities that were relevant to'resolving

current.problems and/or taking the next steps toward building involvement

structures. Where training was less successful., it was frequently a proh7

lem of overload: Too much information or too many new techniques were

introduced at once, or the material was related to activities too far down

the line. Twice during the first two years of TIP ir became necessary to

make adjustmentS in the original, overly optimistic training schedule.

As indicated above, participants gradually assumed much of the respon-

sibility for identifying their own training needs, aAd priorities and came

r \to look on_each other as potential resources. The trainin&lagenda for the

first year was. determined by the central project team with almost no input

from other teachers (except for feedback solicited at the end ofworkshops),

By the second year the team received specific requests for training from

several councils. In adiktion, teachers placed increasing importance on

opportunities to share their progress and accomplishments With staff fTom.
other schools and to hear what problems had arisen in .other settings and

how they were being resolved..

A rejatcd phc,:c,:ienon was tlk increasing sense of autonomy and loc,11

oumership of the process that evolved over the pariodoTIP initiation'
' .

v
and implementation. By the end of the third year, almost two thirds of

the teachers surveyed viewed support from the principal and "conditions

uniqup to our school" as important t the success of teacher involvement
.

efforts, and'almost three fourths described district support as ippoxtaat.

QB
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A
The proportion of teachers who felt tkat additional training and assistapice

from outside sources was neededideclined over,the (three years, with the .

exception of "troubleshooting" 'assistance that would available on an

asrequested basis.

*Thirdyear ratings of-TIPfaculty councils' leadership' qualities

*in terms of seeking ihput:'considering all views, and informing other

facultystembers df their activities and deciiions) were very high. By

-ihe third year, twd thirds of the teachers surveyed reported that their

councils had been effetive it increasing teacher involvement, and half

reported that their-oWn involvement in aecisions,had increa4ed over the

prqvious year. Substantial majorities reported that the councils had

been involved in important
4
issues and that the councils had produced

positive impacts on school conditiops and activities, leading to improve
,

ments in teacher effectiveness and atudeht learning.
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CHAPTER 6.

-SOME/CONCLUDING REMARS

an,

A central purpose of this investigation has been to illuminate and .

upda e the conventional knowledge of school practitioner Involvemtnt as

it elates to practitioners' profeSsional development. In carrying out
.

this study (awl organizing our. findings), we have encountered a great

de'al of optimism and suppott.for all the applidations of practitione'r

involvement thit we encountered. Virtually none of our practitioner
%

advisors expressed regrets over their experiences in this form of collab-

oration. Rather the characteristic assessment-was one of professional

and personal growth, an enhanced seAsetf efficacy, increased job satis-

faction, and improvaiments in morale accompanying experiences With
..-

P *1)

practitioner involvement.

Anticipated Problems

Exactly how these positive sibjective experiences translate into

staff development and,prografn improvements is fel- more problematic.

Even more uncertain is the future for the concept of practitioner inyolve-

, ment. In light of the more or. less successful applidations we have

described in this investigation, an'aaalySfs of current trends in-American
, .

public education, particularly with regard to staff development and school

improvement, suggests to us that ger%eral ill'relaseg in practitioner involve,-

ment will be unlikely, or at beet very slow. in emerging. The reasons for

this speculation are suuiinarized below.,

Incompatibility with Prevailing Norms. The active (involvement of

practitionor,s in most educational deliberations is simply not within

Current educational norms. Practilioner,involvement rubs against the

bureaucratic grains that have become so well established in *contemporary

administrative policy. Each instance of substantial and actiye'involve-

ment of practitioners reviewed in this investigation placedtj1eavy demands

on the operating system within which it occurred. To be sure; any change
.

will 1.Lroduce some of these stresses.. But because tirac pioncr

,,
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involvement is, in essence, a redistribution of power, its change-indueed. .
stresses tend to be severe. It is usually through the extraordinary efforts

ot
t
a dedicated few that practitioner involvement occu s at all.

What we are saying is that praCtitioner involv ent ap.pears'to be

fundamentally incompatible with current norms in educational administra-

eion: For whatever reasons (efficiency, economy, control, standardiz'ation),

educational decision making has become,increasingl. centralized over the

past 50-75 years. This centralization has moved decision making further

and further from the participation of school-based practitioners. Efforts
1 4

to reenfranchise practitioners in the decision( process--whether for research

and knowledge production, adaptation of knowledge to 1;ractice, of for

issues of itstruction and governance involve,a very large number of col-
)

lateral and enabling change in the way schools ,currently operate. As these

changes are difficult and costly, we can reasonably expect some reluctance

to undertake them.

Lack of. a Well-Developed Knowledge Base. Even if favofable changes

in administrative norms and sentiments were somehow accomplished, it, is

cleaf from our investigatiod that very few Rtactitio-ners currently possess

the Lcills needed to increase collaboration and decision involvement. tie

have documented several successful efforts to develop such skills; \this

indicates that such an approach to staff development is feasible.' Still,

this experience is very recent, and too few precedents now exist to serve

as a knowledge base for widespread application.

'We hope that the findings from this investigationvill inform the

accumulating knowledge base and serve to guide future practitioner involve-
,

ment,activities. But Our experience in studying the change process has

taught us that the essential ingredients for Complex change are not Well
S

.

comunilcated,by print alone. Practitioners and adminiStratore,will requirc.

first-hand exiderien -4nd extensive train ng in .the techard,cs of collat.)-

oraeion and decisid nvolvement. The knowledge base for such skill

development is only flow emerging, and time will be needed for its"further

development and maturation.

14
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Reluctance amont Practitioners. -,associated wt.th the lack 4 a well-

developed,and codified,knowledge base iqa subtle but wades read reluc-

tance do the part of most practiti4ners to undertake the extra work and

risk's t1Dat increased collaboration and decision involvement.entail. Staff

development activities purporting to change the roles and xesponsibilities'

.of.practitioners will be greeted With suspiciongspecially in their early,

stagei. Many practitioners imply do not want decision-making responsi-
,

bility that extends beyond:their classroom door. Others may welcome.

increased involvement, but will hesitate to engage in what appear to be

power conflicts, particularly with the bililding principal. Still others,

are fundamenttlly distrustfuliof "staff improvement programs" designed and

administered by non-practitioners.

Enabling 'conditions for Practitioner Involvement. 046r investiga-

tion has shown that special enabling conditionsare needed to support the

few "local opinion leaders" who become attracted to the concept and are

willing to spend the additional time and effort required to develop collab,-,

orative skills and to lead other practitioners in implementing them. These

- conditions include:

Explicit support foT the concept and 'philosophy frol
senior administrative and governance authorities in the
district. Without-such explicit endorsement,
rati.on can easily be mistaken'for anarchy.

Technical assistance in development of collaborative
skills by experienced and knowledgeable-,experts who are.
conversant with the practitioner's perspective. Collab-
oration is not currently part oY the norm withiA the
teaching,professfon. Focused assistance in developing
the know-how appears to be ,necessary.

Provision of at least minimal facilitiesand resources
for skill developmeht and experience id practicing con-
cepts of collaboration and decisioninJolvament.* Prac-

1

, I,

A major movement design4t in part to provide the resources and facilities,
for increased practitioner involvement is the National Teachers' Centers
program. While the TeaChers Centers program was beyond the scopikof this
investigation, it is relevant to several of the issues-being considered.
Interested readers should become familiar with Kathleen Devaney and
Lorraine Thorn's book, Explorine Teachers' Center's (1925),. as w011 aS

publish'ed by thcJ neacII,ers' Conte.rs 'Lxchanro at Tar West

7 - 1.
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C

titioneri need placesand times outside of normal operating
schedules to meet and develop involvemeit skills.

P4acticti and"relevant issues for colfabbtation. Early

.experience in consensus building and-prfotity setting appears

'useful, if not necessary. More importantly, practitioners '

have become cynical and can easily detect whether their'

involvement j,S geduihe or if they are being "put on".
.,

Flexibility in school policy and ftocedures. 'Whativer the

focus of practitioner involveunt--knowldge production,

use,

/
o participation in insauctional/governance decision

Vmakl --early consequences will likely appear more disrpp-

tive than constructive. The.status quo involving complex

interrelatiOnshipy of,authority, responsibilities, and
accountabilities will be undergoing some. fundamental modi-

fications. This will'donbtless triggersresistance from
vestediinterest'groups, 'resulting in increased tensions

throughout the local-org.W.zationals9ucture. Foresight

and preparation for thesewhyproducts" of the involkrement

prOcess is needed if.the effort is to survive its initial

stages. ,

itro
)peed for Extended Commitment from Stakehol ers. Progressin the

,emergence and stabilization of involvement mecha isms an procedures is

typically. slow, and,evidence of tangible benefits is oftn-difficult to

demohstrate in terms of convehtional evaluative criteria. These con-.

side ations suggest that an unusual and extended Commitment of stakeholders

wi be needed to sustain practitioner involvement as focus for- staff

development, particularly throUgh the stormy conflicts which usually

erupt during the first several years. Field'experienoe to date indicates

tat three

by genuine

diArict.

years or more-are needed before the shift in norms represented

practitioner involvement begins to stabilize within a.school

If commitment falters before the process becomes standard

operating procedure, major setbac 11 result. First -hand experience with

at least one of these setbacks,sug ests that they can well signal the

demise of _the effort.
.

From the above considerations, one must conclude that there will'be

major difficulties in accomplishing rapid progress iniso basic a reform.

But because practitioner involvement in research and deliberations on
r-

the improvement of practice is so fundamentally essential to any educe-
.

tional improvement goal, theseiconsiderations must be viewed as basic
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0
costs and facts of life rather than as demerits of the concept. More-

. ,/
.

over,' on the plus side of the analysis, a number of attractive,aspects '

can be 'identified. .. T.
. -

The Plus Side

Much discussion inithis investigation has dealt with problems of

practitioner alientaiion'and apathy, with toe isolition'produced by
.

loosely coupled school organizations, with frustrations and disappoint-

mess regarding repeated failurles of "soldtions" to school problems, and

with the iAsensitivity.mbst interventiowexhibiT to the world orthe

practitioner. We have, attempted to show how increases in practitioner

irmlvemett may,well represent a productive approach to affieaiOrating

these-and,other problems facing American public:education. In the con-

cluding paragraphs of this-report,. we review further these consideratiOns'
..

and suggest steps whie1 should enh.ance approaches to staff development

through practitioner involvement..

Given the recency of systematic efforts to reenf,ranchise,practi,

" tioners in the sLhotpl'Improvement'process, eAdenCAOC long-term benefits

has not yet emergtd. Some regularity in near-term l*nefi,ts does suggest,.

h6weVer, that anticipated-long-term advantages may equal or exceed expec-

tationi. These expectations include substantial improvements in:

- Corlaboratin.and skill :sharing among practitioners,

.- Professional commitlent to improvement of $ractiCe.ana
programs, innovativeness,'and local problem solving,

- Rapport and trust building between administrators And
practitioners,

-- `Dialogue and deliberations between the school and the
community,

- Basic effectivenesis of schools,

- Status-of teaching aslAnart, science, and profession, and

.- Overall sense of efficacy among practitioners.

Improvements in practitioner collaborat.ion and skiLl sharing have
.4p..

been evidenced in virtually all the practitioner invo ement projects

reviewed irithis investigation.. One of the' first realities that prac-

discovr ill these actfyities is the perviisiveness,of conrcn

0
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. . .

.coliternso&These. concerns apoeiar to be quite practical and
-. . , ...

rathgr plan selfish or_lodeallistit (as c5Fnicalfot;servers of

\rl?.
5 '' '., ; -

would hay,useb eve). ,0ne of the most widespread issues
.

.6 ; e .5, ' . . .

thrpugh;rhe...coll ab Orative process, is. classroom managemen't .

s'
,

0 are eager'to )i;treotiat,e with each other, with school'adminis

realistic r

the profession

addressed

Prictitioners

tration, with
.

research ins 4putions, with parents and community representatives, with --

their, professional organizations, and .with pupils on how best to establish
, ., .

and implement consistent pupp/classroo:management approaches. Moreover,
) ' . 1

when they become: fnvolved in these managerdent-oriented dep.berations;
. i

'practitioners aro.surptrisingly effectiVe, usually arriving at a workable

plan on the first or- second pass* 'i 0
.

.

. .

...
- Perhaps' more importantly, it can be argued that classtpoM management,

and Vogl discipline 'S 61d .e of. prime concern. Even the most effectivp
. . .

. . -

pedagogy wi.4.1 suffer i p titioners lack the skills and/or consensus '

on 4predures for maintaining o der and consistent discipline policies

`within and outside t'he ci4s, rtiN What many practitioners discover is

that par;nts, aorminigtrators? and pupils the10441ves are also eager for.
.$

such consistency. Once established, even small improvements in thdik

management skills act as stimulilfor uncle

curriculum and pedagogy. in turn, en

more baste reforms im

a general sense of,
,

efficacy anion practitioners and leads to increase cohesiveness and pro-

fessional identity, which are precisely the goals of,most staff develop-
,

1

ment programs. N

An equally iliortant implication of findings from the4ract4Eioner
7 .

involvement experi-grices revidwed in this investigation is thee major shift
-1) .

locus of control. Rather than being passive recipients of externally
.

des geed imytovements, practitioners become active Pareicipant4S in i

problem - soling ppcesses. The :consequences. of this are usually immeakte,

visible, and _proportional to the effort expended, As progress)towasd
..)

improvements ilk realized, it serf* as, a catalyst and, stimulus- for "k
I.

1 <
. further collaboration: The pattern of increased collaboration extends

'from practitioner to iractitioner, gradually to AnclUde administration,.

community, an

mentation an

external (R&D) intgrests. It sets the stage for:experi-

innovativeness on the part 8f exceptional teaclierSor.and

fmr sharing i-nrciv,7,ments in the kno7w=hc...; Ogich may resul't.
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, This outcome is especially important, since

represent the single most vital problem-solving
I J

resource in today's schools. All major studfes

show that success is determined by4the few noel.

, r -

these tfcceptfonal`staff,

andpograMimproveMent',

'of school improvement

leaderwho-have the

motivation and cafabllity"to innovate and to risks change. Other studies

suggeit that if opportunities for achievement are not available to these

exceptional staff, they may well seek them outside the profession._ Increasing

opportunitiesfor all pr.actitioners to pavicipaate in knowledge production,

utilization, and. instructional decistft making/governance should act to

retain this'orucial resource for school improvement.
. .

At a less abstract level pf discussion, -some of the near-term bene-

fits of increased practitioner,involvement should be of interest to
% .

school administrators and staff development program managers. Building

principals from virtually aZtlig projects studied in this'investigatione
report that ther administrative burden has been reduced and that their

professional relationships with faculty have imtroypd. Even principals

who were ihitielly threatened Nd/Rr strongly,opposLI to the concept

report thaq, more good than harm has resulted from the experience..

Similarly, both qualitative and. quantitative aspects of inservice

staff development pip grams which make genuine provision for"practitioner

input apEear posttive. Attendance increases and participation is more

active, issue focused, and evenly distributed among tVe staff. Teachers

repoit that they look forward to the inservice activities, that they

are activAy participating (often forthelirst time in their careers),

thaf-the issues have relevance to them, and that they*are actually

, 'realizipg something useful ftom,the process"
3

a

1 0.j
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